Response to Report of Investigation dated September 13, 2016 by Allyson Kurker
From John Doe
September 24, 2016
Exhibit A to this Response – Annotated Investigative Report: The Annotated Investigative
Report presents the following information in an alternate format. The Annotated Investigative
Report contains some commentary that is not contained in this Response to Report, and this
Response to Report contains some commentary that is not contained in the Annotated
Investigative Report (which is not cited below), due to organizational limitations. Therefore,
both documents need to be read by the Hearing Panel.
I. INTRODUCTION
The case before you is a classic case of hell hath no fury than a woman scorned as Susan’s
accusations constitute petty, spiteful, and rather typical relationship squabbles, plus one
outrageous allegation. Susan, with this clearly retaliatory complaint, has sought to use the
college’s disciplinary process to harass, defame, and otherwise harm me and calling any of her
examples “abuse” trivializes real abuse. All of her claims are either wholesale untruths or
stretches of the truth. None, even the worst of her allegations, rises to the level of abuse or dating
violence as defined by the college’s applicable sexual misconduct policies. Furthermore, none
can be categorized as “abusive,” using the objective standard of analysis required when
enforcing policies of colleges’ codes of conduct.
Before I continue, I would like to take the opportunity to emphatically state that not only should I
not have to be answering Susan’s counter complaint to begin with but the College should not be
investigating and adjudicating a case against me due to its very retaliatory nature. Background
information is necessary to explain what I mean. Some of the following has been included in the
investigator’s report, so please forgive any redundancy.
At the time of the December 6, 2015 email to Dean Bolton until the spring 2016, Williams’
policy for reporting Honor Code violations stated, “For Faculty and TA’s -- If you have any
reason to suspect one of your students has violated the honor code on any assignment, you must
contact the Faculty Chair of the Honor Committee.” The procedures further stated, “Chairs
decide that there is sufficient evidence to proceed.” [This section of the Code of Conduct has
since been edited, without notice of the change, sometime in May 2016.] [The December 6, 2015
email was described in the top of page 30 of the 9/13/16 Report: “Susan told [me] that she had
reported him for plagiarism to Dean Bolton, but that she would let Dean Bolton know that her
earlier report had not been true.”]
As an employee of Williams, Susan fell closest to the category of “faculty and TAs” as opposed
to “students” who are to report to the Student Chair of the Honor Committee. As the Dean of the
College is not the appropriate official to field reports of Honor Code violations, Dean Bolton
should have directed Susan to provide the information to the Faculty Chair or Student Chair of
the Honor Committee as it is their purview to take complaints and to decide whether there is

sufficient evidence to proceed. Instead, Dean Bolton allowed her impartiality to be
compromised, demonstrating ongoing unfair bias.
Furthermore, Susan was, in effect, reporting an improper relationship she was having with a
student [me] in violation of the Williams College Employee Handbook which states, in relevant
part, “All faculty and many staff are potentially in a position of power with regard to students;
hence, sexual relationships between employees and students are in almost all cases
inappropriate.” Dean Bolton ignored this fact as evidenced by the absence of any action to
discipline Susan.
On February 23, 2016, the Honor Committee held a hearing at which I was charged with
violating the Honor Code. Susan alleged that she wrote various sections of three papers of mine,
one for each of the following classes: Spanish 201, 308, and 403. Professors for both Spanish
308 and Spanish 403 were present at the hearing and consequently greatly impacted the
Committee’s understanding of the case and its evidence. The professors provided the appropriate
framework to the written assignments in that they were consistent with my particular writing
style and approach to discoursing the paper’s subject matter. The professors concluded that
Susan’s accusations were unfounded. Professor Soledad Fox, the Spanish 201 professor,
however, was not present at all at the hearing, not even by telephone. The paper in question that I
had handed in to Professor Fox was also not presented into evidence. After the Committee’s
discussion and deliberation, I was found not responsible for the allegations pertinent to Spanish
308 and 403.
However, the Committee found me responsible for violating the Honor Code in Spanish 201
essentially on the basis of one single email Susan had forwarded to Dean Bolton in anticipation
of the disciplinary action. The email, sent from Susan to me on October 6, 2015, contained the
statement, “do your work.” Such a statement can have multiple meanings, such as “get to work”
and “stop procrastinating,” but the Committee chose to construe it to mean “do your [own]
work” without any reason to construe it as such.
When talking to the Committee at the hearing, Susan cried hysterically, saying she was “scared
for her life,” and had to be escorted out of the room. With absolutely no rational reason for
“fear,” Susan had not an iota to have any fear. She cannot point to any single action, event,
statement, or anything else I have said or done that would instill such a reaction. [This will
become more apparent as the evidence provided in the report is dissected in the discussion
below.] Susan’s tears were crocodile tears used to manipulate the Committee into believing her
version of the story. [This is an ongoing pattern, as demonstrated by the number of times Susan’s
“crying” to third parties is mentioned in the 9/13/16 report: 16.]
Also on February 23, 2016, Dean Bolton telephoned Susan, telling her that I would be expelled
and that the expulsion was absolutely guaranteed. Dean Bolton instructed Susan not to tell me
about this conversation. I was in the same room while this phone conversation took place and
Susan revealed to me what Dean Bolton said.
On or around March 3, 2016, Dean Bolton again communicated private educational information
regarding me to Susan, informing her that there was virtually no chance that I would prevail if I

was to appeal the disciplinary decision. Such statements further evidence Dean Bolton’s bias
against me.
On March 13, 2016, my attorney sent a cease and desist demand letter to Susan, blind cc’ing it to
Dean Bolton. The letter provided notice to Dean Bolton that Susan engaged in dating violence
against and harassment towards me. Exhibit M at p. 129 to 9/13/16 Report. On March 14,
2016, my attorney, College Counsel, Dean Bolton, and I held a meeting at which my attorney
expressed concern that Williams was protecting a College employee [Susan] who had assaulted,
abused, battered, and harassed one of its students [me] who had spurned her advances.
On April 13, 2016, my attorney sent a follow up letter regarding my Title IX complaint to Ms.
Toya Camacho, the College’s Title IX Coordinator. This letter was provided to Ms. Kurker but
she did not include it in the list of tangible evidence nor in the report’s exhibits. Exhibit B to
this 9/24/16 Response.
On April 26, 2016, an appeal hearing was held without Dean Bolton present as the Student and
Faculty Chairs honored my request for her recusal. I presented a statement that Susan had
fabricated her story and presented evidence corroborating this allegation. I also asked Professor
Fox questions eliciting answers that would support a “not guilty” finding. I also challenged the
weakness of the case against in the first place.
At the hearing, Susan was hysterically crying, saying she feared for her life, and had to be
escorted out of the room.
It is important to note that, generally speaking, people tell the truth or might stay as close to it as
their memories allow; but when there is an outright lie and stretch of the truth to the point of
fabrication, it is when they are motivated to gain advantage or take revenge.
That Susan made false accusations against me was further established by the presentation of
information during the appeal demonstrating falsity in her claims that she had used passages
from a paper she had written for Professor Leyla Rouhi in the process. Professor Rouhi stated
that she has read the essays of mine and Susan’s several times and carefully done so. She did not
see any concrete evidence that my essay was a plagiarism or re-write of Susan’s essay. Between
the two essays she had seen, she stated, there was not sufficient overlap to suggest that one was
copied or paraphrased from the other. Exhibit G to 9/13/16 Report.
On April 27, 2016, the Honor Committee reconvened to deliberate the case. The Committee
found me “not guilty” of violating the Honor Code. Therefore, the grounds for Dean Bolton’s
original decision of expulsion were nullified by the Committee’s finding.
Also on April 27, 2016, I sent an email to Dean Bolton in response to her April 21, 2016 email
addressing the April 13 letter to Ms. Camacho. I stated, “Since the complaint includes allegations
against you and because you are not an impartial party as Dean of the College, I feel it is
inappropriate for you [Dean Bolton] to be part of this investigation. I thereby request that the
complaint be handled by Ms. Camacho, as it was her to whom the complaint was directed.”

On May 3, 2016, Ms. Camacho met with me to discuss the Title IX complaint that had already
been officially filed on my behalf by my attorney April 13, 2016 with notice already having been
given one month earlier (March 13 and 14). Ms. Camacho’s first question was whether I wanted
to file the Title IX complaint officially. She then asked why I wanted to file it at this particular
moment. I told her that it isn't that I wanted to file it just now, but had filed the complaint about a
month ago and that the college disregarded the compliant until recently.
According to the Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights, when a responsible
employee knows or reasonably should know of possible sexual [or dating] violence, OCR deems
a school to have notice of the sexual [or dating] violence. The school must take immediate and
appropriate steps to investigate or otherwise determine what occurred, and, if the school
determines that sexual [or dating] violence created a hostile environment, the school must then
take appropriate steps to address the situation. The school has this obligation regardless of
whether the student, student’s parent, or a third party files a formal complaint. My attorney had
already filed complaints on March 13 and 14, 2016, a month earlier.
At a time between April 27, 2016 and May 10, 2016, Susan, with appeared to be Dean Bolton’s
encouragement, apparently decided that she would be finally able to accomplish an expulsion of
me by lodging a retaliatory counter complaint against me.
On May 10, 2016, less than one month from graduation and just at the beginning of my final
final exams, Ms. Camacho met with me to explain that in response to my Title IX complaint
against her, a complaint that could result in termination of her employment, Susan lodged a
complaint against me claiming that he had “displayed abusive behavior towards her during the
past two years.” When I asked how this act cannot be seen as an act of retaliation, Ms. Camacho
could not provide an answer.
Title IX makes it unlawful for schools and respondents to retaliate against individuals when they
file a complaint alleging a violation of Title IX. When a school knows or reasonably should
know of possible retaliation by other students or third parties, it must take immediate and
appropriate steps to investigate or otherwise determine what occurred. If an individual brings
concerns about Title IX problems to a school’s attention, it is unlawful for the school to retaliate
against that individual for doing so.
It is important to note that Susan was highly aware of the disciplinary case’s outcome and knew
fully well that there could be no better way to take revenge on me and achieve her goal of having
me expelled than by accusing me of “relationship abuse” and “sexual misconduct.” Susan had
not been in a relationship with me since 2015, had engaged in numerous conversations with
Dean Bolton about me over the past year, but only just then lodged such a serious complaint.
That she did so within moments of learning that the College was finally going to investigate her
not only does not pass the smell test, but it reeks of retaliation.
In sum, Susan's trumped up retaliatory complaint comprises the ultimate act of financial abuse.
This panel should therefore conclude in the affirmative that Susan violated the Retaliation and
False Reporting policy when she participated in the April 2016 Honor Code appeals hearing,
and/or when she filed a Title IX counter complaint against [me.]

II. FAILURE TO INCLUDE APPLICABLE POLICIES
The Report of Investigation dated September 13, 2016 by Allyson Kurker failed to include the
policies applicable to the allegations dating prior to October 2014. The College’s 2013-2014
Student Code of Conduct is not available at the College’s website archives and is only available
in hard copy in the Dean’s Office. The 2013-2014 Student Code of Conduct remained unchanged
from the previous academic year. The applicable sections of the Code of Conduct may be found
in Doe v. Williams, the federal court case that involved an upperclassman hockey player (“John
Doe”) and Lexie Brackenridge.
The following should have been included in the 9/13/16 Report:
•

The College Code of Conduct defines Sexual Misconduct as follows:
Non-Consensual Sexual Intercourse: Any sexual intercourse (anal, oral or vaginal);
however slight; with any object; by a man or a woman upon a man or a woman;
without effective consent.
…
Consent means that at the time of the sexual contact, words or conduct indicate freely
given approval or agreement, without coercion, by both participants in the sexual
contact. Both parties have the obligation to communicate consent or the lack of
consent. A verbal “no” (no matter how indecisive) or resistance (no matter how
passive) constitutes the lack of consent. In addition, consent once given may be
withdrawn at any time. If consent is withdrawn, the other party must immediately stop
whatever sexual contact is occurring.
An individual is unable to give consent if he or she is:
• Substantially physically or mentally impaired by alcohol or drugs
• Forced or threatened
• Physically incapable of resisting assault, asleep, or unconscious.
Unless an individual is substantially physically or mentally impaired, consent
while under the influence of alcohol or drugs is valid consent.
Handbook at 138, 184.

The 2013-2014 Code of Conduct’s policy on Dating or Domestic Violence was limited to
defining dating or domestic violence as conduct by a person who is or has been in a relationship
of a romantic or intimate nature with the victim, which involves physical harm to the victim;
attempting or threatening to physically harm the victim; making the victim fear that physical harm
is going to happen; or threatening, pressuring or forcing the victim to engage in sexual activity.
As you see, the same language appears in the Code of Conduct effective October 2014.
III. MISINDENTIFICATION OF POLICIES APPLICABLE TO SUSAN’S ALLEGATIONS
ABOUT ME

In the summary of the Parties’ Alleged Policy Violations, Ms. Kurker misidentified the policies
applicable to the time period of the first seven of the items listed in this section. She posited,
“Over the course of their relationship, did [my] conduct, either discretely or collectively,
amount to a violation of the 2015-2016 Relationship Abuse policy, based on Susan’s allegations
regarding the…:” Ms. Kurker misrepresented the policies to be applied.
Further, on page 7 in Section IV Description of the Allegations, Ms. Kurker misrepresented the
manner in which the Panel is to review the allegations. The rule regarding the applicable law in
contractual matters relies on the non-retroactivity principle. The Hearing Panel is prohibited by
law to apply policy ex post facto. Each allegation must be adjudicated under the policy that was
in effect at the time of each of the alleged incidents. College policy prior to the 2015-2016 Code
of Conduct made no reference to an “ongoing pattern of behavior” constituting relationship
abuse and the applicable policy during the time period up to October 2015 was limited to:
The definition of Sexual Misconduct as outlined above on page 5;
Dating or Domestic Violence means conduct by a person who is or has been in a
relationship of a romantic or intimate nature with the victim, which involves physical
harm to the victim; attempting or threatening to physically harm the victim; making the
victim fear that physical harm is going to happen; or threatening, pressuring or forcing
the victim to engage in sexual activity;
and
Stalking refers to a pattern of conduct directed at a specific person that would cause a
reasonable person to feel fear, or to fear for the health or safety of a person they are
close to, such as a friend or family member.
The correct policies corresponding to each allegation are listed as follows:


Summer 2014 incident involving Theo Pippins: Susan and I were not attending Williams
College at the time. We were in New York City for the Summer of 2014. The Williams
College Code of Conduct at the time, nor at any time afterwards until present, contained
no clause to the effect that the policies apply to all students on or off campus regardless
of whether school is in session. The policy is, in fact, silent on the issue. Therefore, as a
non-student, off campus, while school was not in session, I was not bound by the Code
of Conduct. Even if I was, the 2013-2014 Code of Conduct’s policy on Dating or
Domestic Violence was limited to defining dating or domestic violence as conduct by a
person who is or has been in a relationship of a romantic or intimate nature with the
victim, which involves physical harm to the victim; attempting or threatening to
physically harm the victim; making the victim fear that physical harm is going to happen;
or threatening, pressuring or forcing the victim to engage in sexual activity. The 20132014 Code of Conduct’s policy on Stalking was limited to defining stalking as a pattern
of conduct directed at a specific person that would cause a reasonable person to feel
fear, or to fear for the health or safety of a person they are close to, such as a friend or
family member.



Incident involving Susan’s summer 2014 program at Columbia University: See above.



October 2014 argument on Mountain Day and canceled trip to Texas: The 2014-2015
Code of Conduct’s policy on Dating or Domestic Violence was limited to defining
dating or domestic violence as conduct by a person who is or has been in a relationship
of a romantic or intimate nature with the victim, which involves physical harm to the
victim; attempting or threatening to physically harm the victim; making the victim fear
that physical harm is going to happen; or threatening, pressuring or forcing the victim to
engage in sexual activity. The 2014-2015 Code of Conduct’s policy on Stalking was
limited to defining stalking as a pattern of conduct directed at a specific person that
would cause a reasonable person to feel fear, or to fear for the health or safety of a
person they are close to, such as a friend or family member.



January 23, 2015 argument, physical altercation, and lock-out: The 2014-2015 Code of
Conduct’s policy on Dating or Domestic Violence was limited to defining dating or
domestic violence as conduct by a person who is or has been in a relationship of a
romantic or intimate nature with the victim, which involves physical harm to the victim;
attempting or threatening to physically harm the victim; making the victim fear that
physical harm is going to happen; or threatening, pressuring or forcing the victim to
engage in sexual activity. The 2014-2015 Code of Conduct’s policy on Stalking was
limited to defining stalking as a pattern of conduct directed at a specific person that
would cause a reasonable person to feel fear, or to fear for the health or safety of a
person they are close to, such as a friend or family member.



February 2015 Zipcar and 100 Days Dance incidents: The 2014-2015 Code of
Conduct’s policy on Dating or Domestic Violence was limited to defining dating or
domestic violence as conduct by a person who is or has been in a relationship of a
romantic or intimate nature with the victim, which involves physical harm to the victim;
attempting or threatening to physically harm the victim; making the victim fear that
physical harm is going to happen; or threatening, pressuring or forcing the victim to
engage in sexual activity. The 2014-2015 Code of Conduct’s policy on Stalking was
limited to defining stalking as a pattern of conduct directed at a specific person that
would cause a reasonable person to feel fear, or to fear for the health or safety of a
person they are close to, such as a friend or family member.



March 2015 incident involving possession of alcohol during a Ritmo party: The 20142015 Code of Conduct’s policy on Dating or Domestic Violence was limited to
defining dating or domestic violence as conduct by a person who is or has been in a
relationship of a romantic or intimate nature with the victim, which involves physical
harm to the victim; attempting or threatening to physically harm the victim; making the
victim fear that physical harm is going to happen; or threatening, pressuring or forcing
the victim to engage in sexual activity. The 2014-2015 Code of Conduct’s policy on
Stalking was limited to defining stalking as a pattern of conduct directed at a specific
person that would cause a reasonable person to feel fear, or to fear for the health or
safety of a person they are close to, such as a friend or family member.



August and September 2015 disputes involving money: The 2014-2015 Code of
Conduct’s policy on Dating or Domestic Violence was limited to defining dating or

domestic violence as conduct by a person who is or has been in a relationship of a
romantic or intimate nature with the victim, which involves physical harm to the victim;
attempting or threatening to physically harm the victim; making the victim fear that
physical harm is going to happen; or threatening, pressuring or forcing the victim to
engage in sexual activity. The 2014-2015 Code of Conduct’s policy on Stalking was
limited to defining stalking as a pattern of conduct directed at a specific person that
would cause a reasonable person to feel fear, or to fear for the health or safety of a
person they are close to, such as a friend or family member.


2015-2016 allegation that [I] interfered with Susan’s work obligations and asked her to
write academic papers for me; and, NB: The latter part of this sentence has already been
adjudicated by the College; therefore, it is not relevant to the present adjudication.



The night before the March Honor Code hearing when [I] came to Susan’s apartment.

Did my conduct violate the 2013-2014 Student Code of Conduct with regard to the parties’
sexual encounter that occurred on or about September 1, 2014? Ms. Kurker failed to include
the applicable policy. I have included it in this Response to Report in Section III(A) on p. 5
above.
Did my conduct violate the Dating and Domestic Violence policy based on the alleged
physical altercation that occurred on January 23, 2015? Ms. Kurker correctly identified the
applicable policy.
IV. DISCUSSION OF SUSAN’S ALLEGATIONS
A. (Sections A-B of 9/13/16) Incidents during summer of 2014
All of the information regarding the summer of 2014 Susan provided is not relevant.
Susan and I were in New York for the summer and I was not attending Williams at the
time. The essential points Susan made about that summer aren’t even accurate. She
claimed that I was jealous she wanted to spend time with her friend, Theo. In fact, I told
her that she could and should go spend time with him which upset her. I believe that she
wanted me to exhibit jealousy and was angry that I didn’t.
Susan herself admitted that I did not particularly seek out her company that summer. She
stated to Ms. Kurker, “I would be the one who went to him. It’s not like I would tell him
to come to my dorm at Columbia. He came over, like, two or three times, but that was it.”
Susan claimed that I controlled her time and that I wanted her to spend too much time
with me when the truth is that the roles were actually reversed. Susan actually wanted me
to spend time with her at Columbia and she wanted to spend time with my family and me.
Nothing belies her claim that I was jealous and possessive more than the fact that it
would be SHE who came to me. Actions speak far louder than words.
This projection-denial, a hallmark of a narcissist, is demonstrated throughout this
Response to Report and explained in Exhibit C to this 9/24/16 Response to Report.

The College’s Code of Conduct at the time, nor at any time afterwards until present,
contained no clause to the effect that the policies apply to all students on or off campus
regardless of whether school is in session. The policy is, in fact, silent on the issue.
Therefore, as a non-student, off campus, while school was not in session, I was not bound
by the Code of Conduct. Even if I was, the 2013-2014 Code of Conduct’s policy on
Dating or Domestic Violence was limited to defining dating or domestic violence as
conduct by a person who is or has been in a relationship of a romantic or intimate nature
with the victim, which involves physical harm to the victim; attempting or threatening to
physically harm the victim; making the victim fear that physical harm is going to happen;
or threatening, pressuring or forcing the victim to engage in sexual activity.
Besides, even if it did apply (which it did not), the College’s 2015-2016 policy on
Relationship Abuse defines it as the use of physical force, coercion, threats, intimidation,
isolation, or other forms of physical, or sexual abuse toward a partner in a current or
former personal, intimate relationship. Relationship abuse also includes manipulation or
other forms of emotional abuse if they have the effect of creating fear*, isolation, or
restriction of access to resources, education or work. (* In adjudication of cases, behavior
that would cause a reasonable person to feel fear will be interpreted as constituting
relationship abuse by this standard.) What Susan has alleged hardly amounts to “abuse”
under this definition and does not qualify by any stretch of the imagination.
B. (Section C in the 9/13/16 Report) Allegation of non-consensual sex
Just as her alleged “relationship abuse” claims trivialize real abuse, so does Susan’s “nonconsensual sex” claim trivialize real non-consensual sex and rape. Given Susan’s pattern
of making claims about me that are not true, both wholesale and embellished as will be
established in this Response and its Exhibits, her accusation that we engaged in nonconsensual sex in the fall semester of 2014 without providing sufficient evidence
supporting such a damaging claim must be examined, as do all claims, using an objective
standard of measurement, i.e. the “reasonable person test.” Title IX requires that
educational institutions apply both subjective and objective standards when evaluating
student conduct, per the Department of Education’s Office of Civil Rights’ directive.
Schools must also draw commonsense distinctions between conduct that constitutes
sexual misconduct and conduct that does not rise to that level.
Just as no reasonable person would find Susan’s other claims to rise to the level of
“abuse,” no reasonable person would find her claim of non-consensual sex to be honest,
accurate, or in violation of the College’s Code of Conduct.
Susan and I had been in a relationship, in fact a monogamous sexual/romantic
relationship, for nearly a year by that time. The Code of Conduct, as written at the time of
the alleged incident in September 2014 (supposedly Labor Day), stated,
Consent means that at the time of the sexual contact, words or conduct clearly
indicate freely given approval or agreement, without coercion, by both

participants in the sexual contact. Both parties have the obligation to
communicate consent or the lack of consent.
By her own statement, Susan did not communicate lack of consent in any manner. Her
accusation hinges on her level of intoxication, yet that claim has no substantiation and is
impugned by her statements describing details of what she claims to have happened. The
Code of Conduct further stated, “Consent while under the influence of alcohol or drugs is
valid consent, unless the person is under the influence to the point of being substantially
impaired.” She came to our room where we lived together willingly, voluntarily, with full
consent, and not substantially impaired. We engaged in sex as we had many times before.
She has provided no evidence to support her statement except her version of events. A
rational person in similar circumstances would not make such an outrageous claim that
there was non-consensual sex as described, tantamount to a Brock Turner or other
horrific date rape like scenario. The mere accusation alone in this circumstance is
disgusting.
Furthermore, Susan never drank to such an extreme level that she would “black out” and
certainly would not drink to any excess on a school night with classes the next morning.
Susan believes that sometime in October, she told her friend, Andrea Estrada, about this
situation while they were sitting on a bench by the squash courts. She told Andrea that
she felt really uncomfortable when she and I had been having sex because “it was a really
different position, and that [she] was crying.” Andrea was really surprised and worried.
Andrea has told Ms. Kurker that she does not recall Susan confiding in her about any
episode of sexual contact with me that Susan described as either non-consensual or
upsetting. Further, one would think one would recall such a “really surprising and
worrying” revelation by someone close to you. NB: Andrea was a friend of and close to
Susan and was only a mere acquaintance of mine. Page 10 of 9/13/16 Report.
Further, it is extremely important to note that this was the first instance in which Susan
says she ever spoke to anyone about the alleged incident. According to Barbara Tversky,
professor emerita of psychology at Stanford University, “All other things equal, earlier
recountings are more likely to be accurate than later ones. The longer the delay, the more
likely that subsequent information will get confused with the target memory.” It is a
matter of common sense and experience that, in general, the recollection of a witness
is likely to be better closer to the index incident than further from the event in
question. Put bluntly, memories are likely to fade and the more time that passes the
greater that risk.
It is also extremely important to note that Andrea Estrada was interviewed by Ms. Kurker
on June 17, 2016 only two days after Ms. Kurker had the second interview with Susan
during which Susan provided details alleging the sexual act.
As recent as “last year,” Ava Atri asked Susan whether I had ever abused her physically
or engaged in non-consensual sex with her. Susan replied, “No, he’s never done that.
He doesn’t do that.” However, in May 2016, when Susan was informed that the College

would be following up with my Title IX Complaint against her, Susan’s version of events
to Ava were now that she and I had engaged in sex once when she was “really tired and
not in the mood,” and “didn’t want to” have sex.
Susan engaged in other similar gossip in June and July 2016, presumably to groom
friends to be “witnesses.” In fact, Elanie Wilson had heard about the incident from
another friend, who she did not name, and approached Susan during a picnic for
alumni of color held in New York City on June 18, 2016. Susan engaged in this gossip
despite Ms. Kurker’s request that she not discuss these processes with others except to
the extent that [she’s] doing so to get legal advice or support.
The account of Eman Al-Ali could easily be mistaken for a time in the early spring
(March 2016) when Susan and I were going through our final break up instead of his
reported “spring 2015.” This confusion seems reasonable considering Eman lives in
Houston and she believed that we were not dating at the time of the alleged sexual
assault. It is a matter of common sense and experience that, in general, recollection is
likely to be better closer to the index incident than further from the event in question. Put
bluntly, memories are likely to fade and the more time that passes the greater that risk.
There is a real danger that with the significant passage of time a witness may replay the
events in their mind resulting in a greater chance that their “recollection” becomes
influenced by hindsight, sympathy or extraneous materials. In such a case there is a real
risk that the witness may recount what they consider to be a genuine recollection of the
events although the same has been affected by the passage of time and tainted by
hindsight.
The College did not have a policy of “effective consent” at the time, nor does it use the
term “affirmative consent.” Both parties had the responsibility to communicate consent or
lack of consent. In any case, Susan’s story simply does not add up. Someone with
allegedly detailed recollection of the sexual act could not have also been substantially
physically or mentally impaired by alcohol to the point of having been unable to consent
as she claimed. Further, two to three shots do not substantially impair anyone who
consumes alcohol on a semi-regular or regular basis. Susan cannot have it both ways: being
substantially impaired AND remembering we allegedly did not kiss, etc., etc., etc.

The alleged incident occurred two years ago and was never reported. Susan had a habit of
going to the Deans about every small incident and yet she never reported something as
egregious as non-consensual sex? This just does not make any sense.
In conclusion, and most important of all, Susan herself conceded to Ms. Kurker that she
did not express to me that she did not want to be having sex. Drunk sex and regretted sex
are not the same as non-consensual sex as defined in College policy at the time. By the
preponderance of the evidence and objective measurement standards, Susan’s claim
amounts, again, to an allegation with insufficient evidence. [Under Title IX, educational
institutions are required to judge allegations of sexual assault and “sexual harassment,” an
all-encompassing term that includes “relationship abuse” and all the Code of Conduct
policies discussed herein, by a “preponderance of the evidence” standard.]

C. (Section D in the 9/13/16 Report) Argument on Mountain Day and canceled trip to Texas
in October 2014
Regarding the fall of 2014 “Mountain Day,” essentially Susan was angry that she missed
the bus and had to take the next bus. She blamed me for this, in her typical projecting
fashion. I had no control over the bus driver and whether he would wait for her. Susan is
an adult and responsible for herself. It was her choice to get off the bus whether I was
angry or not. When she said to me, “Why do you look at me like that? You look like you
want to hit me,” she was obviously attempting to provoke and elicit a response from me,
as she is wont to do. I did not take her bait. I did not hit her; I never have and never
would. (However, in fact, she did strike me the night of December 5, 2015.)
Susan, again, failed to provide any information that substantiates her claim that I “forced”
her off the bus. She did not state that I pushed her off the bus (using force). She did not
describe any particular actions or behaviors of mine that indicate “force.”
Regarding the weekend following Mountain Day, I was withdrawn from her because of
her emotional lability and anger towards me. When she said to me, “Why do you look at
me like that? You look like you want to hit me,” she was obviously attempting to
provoke and elicit a response from me, as she is wont to do. I did not take her bait. I did
not hit her; I never have and never would. However, in fact, she did strike me the night of
December 5, 2015.
Susan agreed to return to school instead of going to Houston because we reconciled in
that phone call. Her plan to go to Houston was a ploy to get my attention and sympathy
which it had. This was a familiar pattern.
Ms. Kurker failed to include how I explained that any iMessages I may have ever seen of
Susan’s was when I was using the shared iPad. I often used the iPad for homework or to
look at slides for classes. Susan explained that her phone and iPad were synched with one
another so that it would be natural for an iMessage to pop up on the iPad. One inadvertent
viewing does not amount to “monitoring” and discovering information on an iPad we
commonly used together hardly constitutes “monitoring” in the negative connotation of
the term. (In fact, “monitoring” is something that Susan has done to me, by logging in to
my facebook account from computers/devices we did not share and by logging in to my
Snapchat account when she was in Colombia.) In any case, she did disclose the fact that
she went to Dean Reyes to me in the process of our reconciliation. Again, this was part of
her tendency to confess to me after she had done something to harm me, as demonstrated
on Page 115, Exhibit I to the 9/13/16 Report.
Regarding Susan’s claim that I “monitored” her texts and messages on a shared iPad, I
never did so. What is more, discovering information on an iPad we shared hardly
constitutes “monitoring” in the negative connotation of the term. In fact, “monitoring” is
something that Susan has done to me, by logging in to my facebook account from
computers/devices we did not share and by logging in to my Snapchat account when she
was in Colombia.

Susan alleged that I violated the Relationship Abuse policy by manipulating her into
canceling her flight to Houston and ultimately isolating her from her friends and family.
Susan recounted these events in a victim-playing person who lacks agency. She is an
adult and made the decision not to go to Houston on her own. The more accurate version
of events is that Susan booked the flight to Houston to get my attention, in an effort to get
me to beg her to return. In sum, a reconciliation does not amount to coercion.
Besides, the applicable policies are:
Dating or Domestic Violence means conduct by a person who is or has been in a
relationship of a romantic or intimate nature with the victim, which involves
physical harm to the victim; attempting or threatening to physically harm the
victim; making the victim fear that physical harm is going to happen; or
threatening, pressuring or forcing the victim to engage in sexual activity (relevant
to events up to October 2015);
and
Stalking refers to a pattern of conduct directed at a specific person that would
cause a reasonable person to feel fear, or to fear for the health or safety of a
person they are close to, such as a friend or family member.
D. (Section E in the 9/13/16 Report) Alleged argument, physical altercation and lock-out on
January 23, 2015
First, it is extremely important to note that Susan initially recalled that at some point later
this particular night, [I] “got over it,” and started “playing around” with her. I do not recall
ever “grabbing” Susan. If I, in fact, did touch her by the arms, it was in a playful jostling
manner. By her own account, Susan stated it was “playing around.” Susan had absolutely
no reason to be terrified nor is it likely that she actually was. As explained throughout
this Response, Susan had a tendency to wildly exaggerate and this was yet again another
example.
Notice the evolution of Susan’s recollection between the first and second interviews. She
massages her statements from how a) originally I had gotten over the argument and it was
then that I played around with her to b) we allegedly were arguing and it was then that I
allegedly grabbed her. Regarding my alleged question as to why she makes everything
about herself, this is consistent with my theory about Susan’s narcissism as developed in
Exhibit C to this 9/24/16 Response to Report.
Susan’s story about being allegedly locked out does not add up. She heard the sound of
television inside the room. Television would have muted sounds coming from outside the
room. She didn’t even knock! She also admitted that she also didn’t even try to call me.
To call this a forced, abusive lock out is beyond ridiculous. NB: Susan belies her
credibility even further by claiming that she “spent hours just taking [the blue putty] off
[the key]... scraping it off, little by little.” It is impossible to believe that she spent hours

doing that; therefore, it is impossible to take this statement by Susan seriously. Blue putty
is designed to be easily removable.
Susan alleged neither any fact that supports her claim that I refused to open the door for
her nor any fact that I exhibited any jealousy that night. In actuality, her description of
events demonstrate that she didn’t even attempt to get my attention to open the door, no
knocking, no phone calls. Again, her story does not add up. Further, the incorrect policy
has been applied here, again. Only the Dating or Domestic Policy and Stalking Policies
were in effect.
By Susan’s own initial account, at some point later that night, not while arguing, [I] “’got
over it,’ and started ‘playing around’ with her, and grabbed her by the arms and shook
her.” This first version of the story is the most believable, as it is closest in time to the
event and has not been massaged and manipulated into a more sympathetic scenario. This
version paints a picture of a playful jostle that inadvertently may have resulted in
miniscule discomfort and certainly not “physical harm.” No reasonable person would
believe that such an instance amounts to a violation of the Dating or Domestic Violence
policy which stated,
Dating or Domestic Violence means conduct by a person who is or has been in a
relationship of a romantic or intimate nature with the victim, which involves
physical harm to the victim; attempting or threatening to physically harm the
victim; making the victim fear that physical harm is going to happen; or
threatening, pressuring or forcing the victim to engage in sexual activity.
Besides, the College’s 2015-2016 policy on Relationship Abuse defines it as the use of
physical force, coercion, threats, intimidation, isolation, or other forms of physical, or
sexual abuse toward a partner in a current or former personal, intimate relationship.
Relationship abuse also includes manipulation or other forms of emotional abuse if they
have the effect of creating fear*, isolation, or restriction of access to resources,
education or work. (* In adjudication of cases, behavior that would cause a reasonable
person to feel fear will be interpreted as constituting relationship abuse by this standard.)
What Susan has alleged hardly amounts to “abuse” under this definition and does not
qualify by any stretch of the imagination.
NB: Susan accused me of being jealous during the alleged “lock out” incident without an
iota of evidence to such effect. It is extremely important to note that Susan was
monitoring my Facebook and Snapchat accounts during this time. In fact, as supported by
the evidence in Exhibit D to this 9/24/16 Response to Report, she logged into my
Snapchat account on 12/30/15. This alleged “lock out” incident took place three weeks
after that and two days after she logged in to my facebook account.
Ms. Kurker’s presentation of the events in the order she reported is misleading. This
section regarding the events of January 23, 2015 followed the text exchange Susan had
with my sister. This is important because what actually happened was that Susan had
been monitoring my social media accounts for the few weeks leading up to that night.

The more plausible version of events is because Susan saw what she did a day or so
before her birthday party, she became extremely jealous, possessive, and angry. Her
entire claim regarding this time constitutes “projection-denial” and blame of me for
something she actually felt.
E. (Section G in the 9/13/16 Report) Zipcar incident in February 2015
Regarding the alleged Zipcar incident, I may have been upset that the car was not there
but to blame her for something not in her control is not something I would do. Susan
claimed to Ms. Kurker that I would “always get mad at [her] for things that were out of
[her] control” when, actually, the roles were quite the reverse, as explained and
substantiated throughout the herein and in the exhibits.
Regarding Susan’s claim that I coerced her into spending money on me, and then refused
to reimburse her, again, Susan provided no evidence that supports such a claim that she
was not reimbursed the $50.00. In fact, I had advanced her the funds plus additional
money for a total of $75.00 prior to the haircut. When this kind of expense was
anticipated, I often would provide “reimbursement” ahead of time. Exhibit E to this
9/24/16 Response to Report. In this exhibit, please also note the many expenses that I
paid for Susan. I bought her a gift certificate for a massage, took her out to eat (Sushi
Thai, Outback, Village Pizza, Subway, Tunnel City Café), and purchased items for her at
the Spring Street Market.
The incorrect policy was applied here, again. Only the Dating or Domestic Policy and
Stalking Policies were in effect. The Relationship Abuse policy did not take effect until
October 2015.
Besides, the College’s 2015-2016 policy on Relationship Abuse defines it as the use of
physical force, coercion, threats, intimidation, isolation, or other forms of physical, or
sexual abuse toward a partner in a current or former personal, intimate relationship.
Relationship abuse also includes manipulation or other forms of emotional abuse if they
have the effect of creating fear*, isolation, or restriction of access to resources, education
or work. (* In adjudication of cases, behavior that would cause a reasonable person to
feel fear will be interpreted as constituting relationship abuse by this standard.) What
Susan has alleged hardly amounts to “abuse” under this definition and does not qualify by
any stretch of the imagination.
F. (Section H in the 9/13/16 Report) Incident during the 100 Days Dance (on the same day
as the Zipcar incident)
First of all, regarding Susan’s claim that she did not know how to reach security, she was
not new to the campus and there are Call Boxes in front of every dorm building. It is
impossible to believe that Susan did not know how to contact security.

At the dance, I ran into a female friend and gave her a hug in front of Susan. As soon as I
turned back to Susan, before I could even introduce them to each other, Susan said to me,
“Why did you have to hug her?”
Regarding Susan’s claim that she was tricked into leaving the dance, Susan’s very first
interaction with someone after leaving the dance was with a neutral observer, Owen Kay,
who told Ms. Kurker that Susan told him that she saw her boyfriend cheating on her at the
dance and that she had tried to return to the room they shared… Owen, a disinterested
witness, presents the basic elements of the most plausible version of events, which was
that Susan left the party in a huff without asking me for her ID.
Essentially, Susan did not want to walk to Campus Safety and Security (“CSS”) because
her feet hurt from the high heels she was wearing, and it was too cold to walk barefoot.
Campus Safety and Security (“CSS”) was located a two minute walk away. [CSS
escorts a student who has been locked out to his or her room and opens it for the
student.] Susan did not want to use the Call Box located right outside the dorm building
to call CSS. No, instead Susan wanted to wait, “outside of Dodd House rather than
looking for someone to let her into the building because she expected that someone
would come by sooner than the one hour she waited.” However, somehow that is my
fault?
Susan here again demonstrates her tendency to blame me for things that are under her
own control and not mine.
The incorrect policy was applied here, again. Only the Dating or Domestic Policy and
Stalking Policies were in effect. The Relationship Abuse policy did not take effect until
October 2015.
Besides, the College’s 2015-2016 policy on Relationship Abuse defines it as the use of
physical force, coercion, threats, intimidation, isolation, or other forms of physical, or
sexual abuse toward a partner in a current or former personal, intimate relationship.
Relationship abuse also includes manipulation or other forms of emotional abuse if they
have the effect of creating fear*, isolation, or restriction of access to resources,
education or work. (* In adjudication of cases, behavior that would cause a reasonable
person to feel fear will be interpreted as constituting relationship abuse by this standard.)
What Susan has alleged hardly amounts to “abuse” under this definition and does not
qualify by any stretch of the imagination.
G. (Section I in the 9/13/16 Report) Incident involving possession of alcohol during a
Ritmo party in March 2015
It is true that when I told Susan about what had happened, and because she knew that I
had a prior disciplinary record, she volunteered to take the blame for it. Evidence
throughout this 9/24/16 Response to Report and its Exhibits demonstrates that Susan
exhibited a caregiving nature towards me. My statement that she wanted to help me falls
squarely within the evidence.

Regarding Dean Reyes’ statement that Susan felt like she had no choice but to take the
blame because [I] told her that due to a prior disciplinary issue…, Susan may have felt
like she had no choice, but that is because she felt a sense of responsibility towards me
based on overly caring codependency as evidenced in the relationship dynamic
described herein and in the exhibits.
To repeat, investigation and adjudication of Title IX Complaints must, by federal law,
be impartial proceedings. Dean Reyes, as an agent of the College, is not an impartial
witness and never should have been interviewed. In any case, Dean Reyes’ information
amounts to nothing greater than a simple recitation of Susan’s side of the story. The
hearing panel should disregard any and all statements made by Dean Reyes.
Susan was not “coerced” to take the blame as she claimed.
Susan recounted these events in her typical fashion as a victim-playing person who lacks
agency (some people call it “infantilization” and a number of scholars believe that this
phenomenon, now known as a culture of victimhood, profoundly troubles elite academia,
see Exhibit J to this 9/24/16 Response to Report). As evidenced in the Response to
Report and its Exhibits and in the aforecited bus incident, Susan frequently made
statements blaming me for her own behavior, e.g. “you drove me to this,” “he made me
hit him,” etc.
Because someone wants the other person to do something (people in relationships do
things FOR each other), that doesn’t mean that there was any coercion. Coercion and
manipulation involve threats to do harm to the other person, not thanks for helping.
The incorrect policy was applied here, again. Only the Dating or Domestic Policy and
Stalking Policies were in effect. The Relationship Abuse policy did not take effect until
October 2015.
Besides, the College’s 2015-2016 policy on Relationship Abuse defines it as the use of
physical force, coercion, threats, intimidation, isolation, or other forms of physical, or
sexual abuse toward a partner in a current or former personal, intimate relationship.
Relationship abuse also includes manipulation or other forms of emotional abuse if they
have the effect of creating fear*, isolation, or restriction of access to resources, education
or work. (* In adjudication of cases, behavior that would cause a reasonable person to
feel fear will be interpreted as constituting relationship abuse by this standard.) What
Susan has alleged hardly amounts to “abuse” under this definition and does not qualify by
any stretch of the imagination.
H. (Section J in the 9/13/16 Report) Disputes involving money in August and September
2015
Reimbursement for rent and other amenities
First of all, Susan and I lived together for only approximately three weeks that summer.

According to Ms. Kurker, Susan alleged that by refusing to contribute to their shared
expenses, and by manipulating her into feeling guilty for asking him to reimburse her for
their shared expenses, my conduct violated the Relationship Abuse policy that prohibits
resource abuse. What Susan actually alleged was that one time I made her feel guilty. At
no time did she ever ask me to reimburse her as Ms. Kurker states here. How can
someone be responsible for not providing or said to have refused something that has not
been requested? In any case, Susan, again, misrepresented the facts. As stated elsewhere
herein, not only did we often share expenses, but I reimbursed her practically all the time,
if not every time. In fact, Susan often rejected my offers to reimburse her as evidenced in
Exhibit F to this 9/24/16 Response to Report. Furthermore, Susan invariably offered to
cook for me as evidenced in Exhibit G to this 9/24/16 Report.
The incorrect policy has been applied here, again. Only the Dating or Domestic Policy
and Stalking Policies were in effect. The Relationship Abuse policy went into effect in
October 2015.
Besides, the College’s 2015-2016 policy on Relationship Abuse defines it as the use of
physical force, coercion, threats, intimidation, isolation, or other forms of physical, or
sexual abuse toward a partner in a current or former personal, intimate relationship.
Relationship abuse also includes manipulation or other forms of emotional abuse if they
have the effect of creating fear*, isolation, or restriction of access to resources,
education or work. (* In adjudication of cases, behavior that would cause a reasonable
person to feel fear will be interpreted as constituting relationship abuse by this standard.)
What Susan has alleged hardly amounts to “abuse” under this definition and does not
qualify by any stretch of the imagination.
Reimbursement for purchase of iPad mini
Regarding Susan’s allegation that I pressured her to spend more money on a gift than she
wanted to spend, it was actually Susan who used guilt to manipulate my behavior, though
I do not believe that that would constitute “abuse.” Evidence of her “guilt-tripping”
behavior may be found throughout this Response to Report and its Exhibits.
Regarding Susan’s claim that I made her return the various tablets she purchased and
that I was dissatisfied with the gift, this account is far from the truth. Susan wholeheartedly purchased the various tablets to allow me to choose which I liked best. In fact,
I repeatedly asked her not to purchase the second tablet until after she was reimbursed
for her first purchase from Amazon. However, Susan ignored my request and purchased
the second tablet. After much consideration, I opted for an iPad mini. Susan, at the time,
was more than happy to return her purchases from Amazon. Hence, Susan’s assertions
to Ms. Kurker that I made her return the various tablets to my dissatisfaction are
misrepresentations of reality, in yet another effort to paint me in the worst light.
Regarding Susan’s allegation that the “pressure” she felt violated the Relationship
Abuse policy that prohibits resource abuse:

1) The Relationship Abuse policy went into effect in October 2015. Only the Dating or
Domestic Policy and Stalking Policies were in effect.
2) As aforementioned, Susan wanted me to be happy with her gift which was consistent
with her giving nature. I have attached a text exchange between Susan and me that
demonstrates this relationship dynamic when she was ordering headphones for me.
Exhibit H to this 9/24/16 Response to Report.
3) The incorrect policy was applied here, again. Only the Dating or Domestic Policy and
Stalking Policies were in effect. The Relationship Abuse policy did not take effect until
October 2015.
I. (Section K in the 9/13/16 Report) Incident during First Chance Dance in November
2015
Regarding Susan’s allegation that I forced her to leave the First Chance Dance because I
had wrongly assumed that she preferred to spend time with her friends at a dance where
she was my guest, Susan described no behavior conveying “force.” She did not have to
leave or do anything she did not want to do.
I recall that Susan became angry at me because she wanted us to dance together, and I
did not want to do so. I also remember that I had engaged in conversation with another
woman and it must have been that that had ignited an argument.
J. (Section L in the 9/13/16 Report) Susan’s allegation that I interfered with her work
obligations and asked her to write academic papers for me
First and foremost, the issue of Susan’s alleged paper writing has been addressed by the
College, and this matter has been resolved with a determination that I was not
responsible for the claims alleged by Susan.
Regarding Susan’s allegation that I coerced her into writing papers for me and pressured
her to do this during her work hours,
1) Text evidence demonstrates that it was Susan who initiated communications with me
during her work hours.
2) At no time did Susan ever say that she could not assist me or did not want to
communicate during work hours.
3) No coercion is evidenced whatsoever. Susan did not even describe any kind of
pressure that falls under the College’s definition of relationship abuse.
4) Again, Susan never had to do anything she did not want to do.

V. DISCUSSION OF MY ALLEGATIONS AGAINST SUSAN
A. (Section F in the 9/13/16 Report) My allegation that Susan accessed my Facebook and
Snapchat accounts without my permission in January 2015 and [December 2015 to]
January 2016
Susan violated my privacy by accessing my social media accounts without permission. I
believe that these incidents violate the Stalking policy, which prohibits “surveillance
and other type of observation,” and was in effect during both the 2014- 2015 and 20152016 academic years. I also believe that Susan’s conduct demonstrated her extreme
jealousy and amounted to a violation of the Relationship Abuse policy.
Susan’s denial that she attempted to access my Snapchat account when she was visiting
family in Colombia over the 2015/2016 winter break and her accompanying statement
that she did not have access to my login credentials and didn’t know what the password
was are bald-faced lies.
I have added an emailed notice that I received from Snapchat informing me that
someone had logged into my account from Bogota, Colombia on 12/30/2015 at 0:27:32
UTC. Exhibit D to this 9/24/16 Response to Report. As demonstrated by this email,
Snapchat notified me of a suspicious login into my account from an IP address in
Bogota, Colombia. As I do not have any contacts or acquaintances in the country and
since Susan was there at the time, I am confident Susan hacked into my account with the
intention monitor my interactions with other people.
Susan fabricated her assertion that she casually looked at my Facebook page while my
computer was unattended. Exhibit D to the 9/13/16 Report demonstrates Susan took
various screenshots of a conversation I was having with another woman and sent such
screenshots to my sister, Lady Doe. Upon closer examination of the exhibit, one can see
that the conversations between Natasza Liv and I are screen-shotted directly from a
phone. That is to say, Susan did not casually see this conversation on my computer, but
rather conscientiously logged onto my account on her iPhone and took screenshots from
her device. If that does not amount to surveillance, I honestly do not know what does.
Moreover, when asked by my sister how she managed to see this conversation, Susan
completely dodged the questions and asserted a complaint against me to my sister.
NB: My allegations are honest, true, and substantiated. Not only that, they fall squarely
within the College’s policies as clear violations. No tortuous logic, stretching of the
truth, inconsistent statements, exaggerations, or misapplication of College policy is
needed to come to the conclusion that Susan violated the Stalking policy, which
prohibits “surveillance and other type of observation,” and was in effect during both the
2014- 2015 and 2015-2016 academic years.
B. (Section M in the 9/13/16 Report) My allegation that Susan slapped me on December 5,
2016

Susan admitted to slapping me to Ms. Kurker. That should be the end of the discussion.
However, Susan blames me for her actions (what else is new?).
That night, Susan was extremely jealous that I did not want to dance with her and
instead was dancing with another woman. Susan confronted me and continually argued
with me as I left the party and wanted to go home. While I was trying to get away from
her and return alone to my dorm, she got even more angry at me for not paying attention
to her and instead paid attention to my phone. She grabbed my phone. She persisted in
following me, blocking my path, arguing with me, and she was the one who needed to
stop. She had every opportunity to leave me like I requested. If she slapped me because
she was not receiving the attention she wanted, or for some other ridiculous reason (as
there is no excuse for physical violence), that’s completely on her.
In her December 6th facebook message to me, Exhibit I to 9/13/16 Report, Susan wrote,
“literally all I ever wanted was to dance with you if that’s too much to ask?” indicating
that I resisted and refused to dance with her and indeed had rejected her advances,
consistent with my account of the events that night.
Susan violated the Relationship Abuse policy when she slapped my face that night.
Relationship Abuse is defined as the use of physical force, coercion, threats, intimidation,
isolation, or other forms of physical, or sexual abuse toward a partner in a current or
former personal, intimate relationship. Susan admitted to slapping me; therefore, there is
no question that she violated the Relationship Abuse policy as well as the policy
regarding employees as she was an employee of the College at the time.
Susan also violated the provision of the Relationship Abuse policy that prohibits
“coercion and manipulation” when she told my sister that she wanted to kill herself, and
when she told me the following day what she had told my sister. Further, threatening to
kill oneself is specifically listed under the Stalking Policy, see: “manipulative or
controlling behaviors such as threats to harm oneself.” She was just saying that to get my
attention. Susan also “exhibit[ed] extreme possessiveness and jealousy,” when she
observed me dancing with Jacqueline.
Lastly, I alleged that Susan violated a provision of the Stalking policy against “following,
pursuing, waiting, showing up uninvited” when she went to the December 5th party “to
try to spend time with [me], and if she didn’t get her way, she would try in any sort of
way to disrupt [my] night … at the party.”
Exhibit I to this 9/24/16 Response to Report I have added a text message exchange Susan had
with me on February 1, 2016 that demonstrates Susan’s use of the threat to speak with Dean
Bolton as a way to get my attention. The exhibit again demonstrates Susan’s manipulative
tendency toward me. After a mundane argument at her apartment, I left and went to my room in
Hubbell. Knowing that I simply did not want to talk to her, Susan proceeded to inform me
about a meeting she was to have with Dean Bolton regarding the honor hearing. Knowing that I
would not respond to her about the argument (because I needed time to compose myself), she
resorts to baiting me into a discussion by bringing up the honor hearing. However, I did not
succumb to her ridiculous ploy. Susan always tended to escalate matters by actively seeking a

heated response from me when I opted to restore peace with silence. In addition, in her text
message, Susan wrote, “Because of course your party life is more important to you than your
life.” Perhaps she considered herself “my life.” I have added this information here as it
describes the dynamics of our relationship and precedes the following events.
C. (Section N in 9/13/16 Report) Valentine’s Day 2016
On Valentine’s Day, Susan became “extremely angry” that I was teaching dance lessons
rather than spending time with her, and that she tried to make me feel guilty about it.
Susan didn’t want me to leave her apartment, and she was very upset when I did.
Susan denied this. Susan stated that she was angry with me, but only because she felt like
I was trying to be nice to her only because I didn’t want her to pursue the cheating case
against me with the College.
Susan had been texting me nonstop during the days leading up to Valentine’s Day. For
example, on February 12, 2016 at 9:53am, she wrote, “You’ve been acting like you’re
single for a long time…” She texted me again on February 13, 2016. Susan again tried
to get my attention on February 14, 2016 at 1:44pm by texting me that she had some
items of mine in her possession, “money, glasses, some other stuff. IDK what you want
me to do with it.” When she had not heard back from me by 5:41pm, she texted, “Ok I’ll
just throw it away I guess.” These text messages are consistent with my claim and belie
her statements regarding Valentine’s Day. Exhibit H(g), Page 79 – 82 of the Exhibit
pdf of 9/13/16 Report.

D. (Section O in 9/13/16 Report) February, March, and April 2016 Honor Code Process
and Hearings
For the sake of brevity and to avoid repetition, please refer to Section O in the
Annotated Investigative Report. Exhibit A to this 9/24/16 Report.
VI. Summary of the Alleged Policy Violations
My allegations about Susan
Over the course of their relationship, did Susan Smith’s conduct, either discretely or collectively,
amount to a violation of the 2015-2016 Williams College Employee Handbook Sexual
Misconduct Policy, which incorporates the Code of Conduct’s Relationship Abuse policy,
based on the allegations that I raised regarding:


Susan’s surveillance of my social media accounts in January 2015 and January 2016;
YES.



The physical altercation that occurred on December 5, 2015; YES.



Susan’s conduct on Valentine’s Day 2016; and, YES.



Susan’s participation in the February, March and April 2016 Honor Code process and
hearings. YES.

Over the course of their relationship, did Susan Smith’s conduct, either discretely or collectively,
amount to a violation of the 2014-2015 and 2015-2016 Stalking policy, based on the allegations
that I raised regarding:


Susan’s surveillance of my social media accounts in January 2015 and January 2016;
YES.



Susan’s conduct at the dance on December 5, 2015; and, YES.



Susan’s conduct following the Honor Committee’s determination to expel me from the
College in March 2016. YES.

Did Susan violate the Retaliation and False Reporting policy when she participated in the April
2016 Honor Code appeals hearing, and/or when she filed a Title IX complaint against me. YES.
See p. 1-4 above.
Susan’s allegations about me
Over the course of our relationship, did my conduct, either discretely or collectively, amount to
a violation of the 2015-2016 Relationship Abuse policy, based on Susan’s allegations regarding
the: As discussed above, Ms. Kurker misidentifies the policies applicable to the time period of
the first seven of the items listed below.


Summer 2014 incident involving Theo Pippins; NO.


Incident involving Susan’s summer 2014 program at Columbia University; NO.



October 2014 argument on Mountain Day and canceled trip to Texas; NO.



January 23, 2015 argument, physical altercation, and lock-out; NO.



February 2015 Zipcar and 100 Days Dance incidents; NO.



March 2015 incident involving possession of alcohol during a Ritmo party; NO.



August and September 2015 disputes involving money; NO.



November 2015 First Chance Dance incident; NO.



2015-2016 allegation that I interfered with Susan’s work obligations and asked her to
write academic papers for him; and, NO.



The night before the March Honor Code hearing when I came to Susan’s apartment. NO.

Did my conduct violate the 2013-2014 Student Code of Conduct with regard to the parties’
sexual encounter that occurred on or about September 1, 2014? NO and Ms. Kurker failed to
include the applicable policy in Section III(A) on page 4-5 above.

Did my conduct violate the Dating and Domestic Violence policy based on the alleged physical
altercation that occurred on January 23, 2015? NO.
It's possible to extract the truth from contradictory accounts and evolving memories.
At the very worst, Susan fully understands how much she has stretched the truth and has made
statements with malicious intentions to “have the last word” and to manipulate and control. At
the very least, Susan does not understand the importance of due diligence in making claims
against private individuals and has made statements with reckless disregard for the truth.
Either way, this Hearing Panel is charged with the duty to mete out the fact from the fiction, and,
after doing so, I am confident will conclude, by the preponderance of the evidence and objective
measurement standards, that each of Susan’s claims boil down to allegations without sufficient
evidence.
EPILOGUE
The biggest problem with Millennials today is that they think that the world revolves around
them and that thinking something is so makes it so. It appears that Susan epitomizes the
“perception is reality” phenomenon. Susan and her peers have been coddled in a current culture
of victimhood with victimization as a way of attracting sympathy, so rather than emphasize
either their strength or inner worth, the aggrieved emphasize their oppression. Exhibit J to this
9/24/16 Response to Report.
I have offered to settle the dispute between Susan and me a number of times but my offer has
been rejected.
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EXHIBIT A TO 9/24/16 RESPONSE TO REPORT

ANNOTATED INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
The following is the full Investigative Report from Allyson Kurker with my annotations in bold red
italics, emphasis in bold, and clarifying information in [parentheses].

To:

Toya Camacho, Assistant Vice President for Institutional Diversity and Equity, and
Title IX Coordinator, Williams College

From:

Allyson Kurker, Kurker Paget LLC, External Investigator

Re:

Report of investigation involving John Doe and Susan Smith

Date:

September 13, 2016

Williams College (“Williams” or the “College”) promotes compliance with its Code of Conduct,
which encompasses sexual misconduct and stalking policies, in part by investigating allegations of
policy violations. The contents of this document memorialize such an investigation. The contents
of this report are confidential and intended to be used solely in connection with the investigation
process including appeal, if applicable, and for no other purpose.
I.

Background

Susan Smith, class of 2015, and John Doe, class of 2016, each bring complaints against the other
alleging violations of the College’s Code of Conduct. They both deny that they engaged in conduct
that violated any College policy.
II.

Investigation Procedure

The Investigator interviewed the witnesses identified below on the date(s) so indicated. Each
witness affirmatively consented to having his/her interview recorded.1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
1

John Doe, May 10, May 20, and July 13, 2016
Susan Smith, May 10, June 15 and July 26, 2016
Andrea Estrada (class of 2016), June 17, 2016, Witness identified by Susan Smith
Lady Doe, June 17, 2016, Witness identified by John Doe
Katherine Nunez (class of 2016), June 17, 2016, Witness identified by Susan Smith
Carolina Hernandez, June 28, 2016, Witness identified by Susan Smith
Theo Pippins (class of 2014), June 29, 2016, Witness identified by Susan Smith
Naomi Fields (class of 2015), June 29, 2016, Witness identified by Susan Smith

The Investigator’s practice is to record all interviews. This practice allows the Investigator to engage witnesses in a
conversation, rather than focusing attention on note-taking. An audio recording of all interviews is required under Williams
College’s Sexual Misconduct Investigation and Adjudication procedures.
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9. Eman Al-Ali, June 29, 2016, Witness identified by Susan Smith
10. Ava Atri (class of 2017), June 29, 2016, Witness identified by Susan Smith
11. Jacqueline Lane (class of 2016), July 17, 2016, Witness identified by John Doe and Susan
Smith
12. Jackie Lee (class of 2016), July 22, 2016, Witness identified by Susan Smith
13. Rosanna Reyes, Associate Dean, July 27, 2016, Witness identified by Susan Smith
14. Owen Kay (class of 2017), August 1, 2016, Witness identified by Susan Smith
15. Elanie Wilson (class of 2015), September 1, 2016, Witness identified by Susan Smith
Investigation and adjudication of Title IX Complaints must, by federal law, be impartial
proceedings. Dean Reyes, as an agent of the College, is not an impartial witness and never should
have been interviewed. In any case, Dean Reyes’ information amounts to nothing greater than a
simple recitation of Susan’s side of the story. The hearing panel should disregard any and all
statements made by Dean Reyes.
John and Susan identified Giselle Trivino and Matais Crespo (both class of 2015) as witnesses, but
these individuals informed Toya Camacho, the College’s Title IX coordinator, that they did not want
to participate in this investigation. Charles Chirinos was also asked to participate in this investigation,
but he did not respond to the Investigator’s attempts to schedule a time to interview him.
The Investigator reviewed the following tangible evidence:
A. Email from Susan Smith to Dean Bolton, dated October 5, 2014, attached as Exhibit A.
B. Email correspondence between Susan Smith and Dean Rosanna Reyes, from October 2014
to February 2015, attached as Exhibit B.
C. Text message exchange between Susan Smith and Lady Doe, dated January 21-22 2015,
attached as Exhibit C.
D. John Doe’s September 2015 bank statement (showing money transfers to Susan Smith),
attached as Exhibit D.
E. Susan Smith’s Statements and Invoices, attached as Exhibit E.
F. Susan Smith’s Apple Store invoice, attached as Exhibit F.
G. Email from Professor Leyla Rouhi to Dean Sarah Bolton, dated April 14, 2016, attached as
Exhibit G.
H. Text message
exchanges
between
John Doe and
Susan Smith,
dated October 7, 2015 - March 12, 2016
a. Text messages exchanged on October 7, 2015, attached as Exhibit H(a).
b. Text messages exchanged from October 8-9 2015, attached as Exhibit H(b).
c. Text messages exchanged from October 12, 2015 to October 14, 2015, attached as
Exhibit H(c).
d. Text messages exchanged from October 22-24, 2015, attached as Exhibit H(d).
e. Text messages exchanged from November 7-10, 2015, attached as Exhibit H(e).
f. Text messages exchanged from November 29 - December 3, 2015, attached as
Exhibit H(f).
g. Text message exchanged from February 10 - 14, 2016, attached as Exhibit H(g).
h. Text messages exchanged on February 29, 2016, attached as Exhibit H(h).
i. Text message exchanged on March 4, 2016, attached as Exhibit H(i).
j. Text messages exchanged from March 1 - March 12, 2016, attached as Exhibit
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I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.

P.
Q.

R.

H(j).
Facebook message thread between John Doe and Susan Smith, dated December 6, 2015,
attached as Exhibit I.
Facebook message thread between Lady Doe and John Doe, dated December 6, 2015,
attached as Exhibit J.
Susan Smith’s phone log from February 14, 2016 to March 13, 2016, attached as Exhibit
K.
Handwritten letter from Susan Smith to John Doe, dated February 16, 2016, attached as
Exhibit L.
Cease and desist demand letter from John Doe’s attorney, Stacey Elin Rossi, to Susan
Smith, dated March 13, 2016, attached as Exhibit M.
Birthday cards from John Doe to Susan Smith, dated January 21, 2015 and January 21,
2016, attached as Exhibit N.
Text message exchange between Andrea Estrada and Susan Smith, dated October 13, 2015,
and email from Andrea Estrada to Dean Bolton, dated March 14, 2016, attached as Exhibit
O.
Texts message exchange between Susan Smith and Lady Doe, dated Dec. 1 - 2, 2015,
attached as Exhibit P.
Lady Doe’s Sprint Telephone Log, attached as Exhibit Q. This Exhibit is not only a
Telephone Log but also contains the statement that Lady Doe made to the Appeal
Hearing Committee.
John Doe Statement Appeal hearing, attached as Exhibit R.

NB: On April 13, 2016, my attorney sent a follow up letter regarding my March 13 and 14, 2016
Title IX complaint to Ms. Toya Camacho, the College’s Title IX Coordinator. This letter was
provided to Ms. Kurker but she did not include it in the list of tangible evidence nor in the 9/13/16
Report’s Exhibits. It is on the basis of that letter that the complaint against Susan Smith is being
investigated and adjudicated, so it would seem a very important piece of information. Exhibit B of
9/24/16 Response.
III.

Applicable Policies

The parties have raised allegations about each other that span from the summer of 2014 through
the spring of 2016. These Code of Conduct policies include: The Statement of Sexual Assault and
Other Sexual Misconduct that was in effect during the summer of 2014 until October 2014, when
the College updated that policy; the Statement of Sexual Assault and Other Sexual Misconduct
that was in effect during the 2014 – 2015 academic year; the Stalking Policy, in effect during the
2014 – 2015 academic year; the 2015-2016 Code of Conduct, which includes the Stalking Policy,
the Relationship Abuse Policy, and the Retaliation policy; and, the Williams College Employee
Handbook Sexual Misconduct Policy.
A. The 2013-2014 Student Code of Conduct
The College’s 2013-2014 Student Code of Conduct applies to the allegations that precede the
College’s adoption of its Statement of Sexual Assault and Other Sexual Misconduct, which went into
effect in October 2014. The 9/13/16 Report failed to include the policies applicable to the
allegations dating prior to October 2014. The College’s 2013-2014 Student Code of Conduct is not
available at the College’s website archives and is only available in hard copy in the Dean’s Office.
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The 2013-2014 Student Code of Conduct remained unchanged from the previous academic year.
The applicable sections of the Code of Conduct may be found in Doe v. Williams, the federal court
case that involved an upperclassman hockey player (“John Doe”) and Lexie Brackenridge.
The following should have been included:
• The College Code of Conduct defines Sexual Misconduct as follows:
Non-Consensual Sexual Intercourse: Any sexual intercourse (anal, oral or vaginal);
however slight; with any object; by a man or a woman upon a man or a woman;
without effective consent.
…
Consent means that at the time of the sexual contact, words or conduct indicate freely
given approval or agreement, without coercion, by both participants in the sexual
contact. Both parties have the obligation to communicate consent or the lack of
consent. A verbal “no” (no matter how indecisive) or resistance (no matter how
passive) constitutes the lack of consent. In addition, consent once given may be
withdrawn at any time. If consent is withdrawn, the other party must immediately stop
whatever sexual contact is occurring.
An individual is unable to give consent if he or she is:
• Substantially physically or mentally impaired by alcohol or drugs
• Forced or threatened
• Physically incapable of resisting assault, asleep, or unconscious.
Unless an individual is substantially physically or mentally impaired, consent while
under the influence of alcohol or drugs is valid consent.
Handbook at 138, 184.
The 2013-2014 Code of Conduct’s policy on Dating or Domestic Violence was limited to defining
dating or domestic violence as conduct by a person who is or has been in a relationship of a
romantic or intimate nature with the victim, which involves physical harm to the victim;
attempting or threatening to physically harm the victim; making the victim fear that physical harm
is going to happen; or threatening, pressuring or forcing the victim to engage in sexual activity.
As you see, the same language appears in the Code of Conduct effective October 2014.
The 2013-2014 Code of Conduct’s Stalking Policy referred to a pattern of conduct directed at a
specific person that would cause a reasonable person to feel fear, or to fear for the health or
safety of a person they are close to, such as a friend or family member, as it did in the following
academic year.
B. The Statement of Sexual Assault and Other Sexual Misconduct, effective October
2014
Williams College is committed to maintaining a learning and working environment that is free from
sexual assault, sexual harassment and other sexual misconduct, remedying the effects of such
misconduct when it occurs, and preventing its re-occurrence. The term “sexual misconduct”
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includes sexual assault, sexual harassment, sexual exploitation, stalking, dating violence and
domestic violence, all of which have more complete definitions below. The College also prohibits
and has established procedures to address sexual discrimination that does not involve sexual
misconduct. These issues are addressed in the College’s Non-Discrimination Policy and
Discrimination Grievance Procedures. Advice concerning the College’s non-discrimination policies
and procedures is available from any of the Advisors for Discrimination Concerns. This Statement
describes the resources and options that are available to all members of the Williams community
who have been subjected to sexual misconduct by another member of the community.
**
Consent is a crucial part of both the Williams Code of Conduct and Massachusetts law. The
Williams College Code of Conduct requires affirmative consent for all sexual activity. Consent
means that at the time of the sexual contact, words or conduct clearly indicate freely given approval
or agreement, without coercion, by all participants in the sexual contact. Both parties have an
obligation to communicate consent or the lack of consent. In the absence of affirmatively expressed
consent, sexual activity is a violation of the code of conduct. In addition, a verbal “no” (no matter
how indecisive) or resistance (no matter how passive) constitutes the lack of consent. In addition,
consent once given may be withdrawn at any time. If consent is withdrawn, the other party must
immediately stop whatever sexual contact is occurring. An individual is unable to give consent if
he or she is substantially physically or mentally impaired by alcohol or drugs, forced or threatened,
physically incapable of resisting, asleep, or unconscious. Consent while under the influence of
alcohol or drugs is valid consent, unless the person is under the influence to the point of being
substantially impaired. As is the case with other violations of the Code of Conduct, the use of
alcohol or drugs does not minimize or excuse a person’s responsibility for committing a sexual
assault.
Dating or Domestic Violence means conduct by a person who is or has been in a relationship of a
romantic or intimate nature with the victim, which involves physical harm to the victim; attempting
or threatening to physically harm the victim; making the victim fear that physical harm is going to
happen; or threatening, pressuring or forcing the victim to engage in sexual activity. NB: This
remained unchanged from the previous academic year.
Non-Consensual Sexual Intercourse means any sexual penetration (anal, oral or vaginal),
however slight, with any body part or object, by any person upon any other person, without effective
consent.
Non-Consensual Sexual Contact means any sexual touching, however slight, with any body part
or object, by any person upon any other person, without effective consent.
C. The Stalking Policy, effective during the 2014-2015 academic year
Stalking refers to a pattern of conduct directed at a specific person that would cause a reasonable
person to feel fear, or to fear for the health or safety of a person they are close to, such as a friend
or family member. Stalking behaviors can include, but are not limited to:


non-consensual communication including in-person communication, telephone calls, voice
messages, text messages, emails, social media site postings or messages, instant messages,
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posting of pictures or information on websites, written letters, gifts, or any other
communications that are undesired or place another person in fear


following, pursuing, waiting, or showing up uninvited at a workplace, place of residence,
classroom, or other locations frequented by the victim



surveillance or other types of observation, whether by physical proximity or electronic
means



trespassing, for example in a victim’s dorm room



vandalism



non-consensual touching



direct physical and/or verbal threats against a victim or a victim’s loved ones



gathering of information about a victim from family, friends, co-workers, and/or classmates



manipulative or controlling behaviors such as threats to harm oneself, or threats to harm
someone close to the victim



defamation or slander against the victim, for example by spreading rumors
D. The 2015-2016 Code of Conduct includes the following policies:

The Stalking Policy is unchanged since the 2014-2015 academic year.
Relationship Abuse is defined as the use of physical force, coercion, threats, intimidation,
isolation, or other forms of physical, or sexual abuse toward a partner in a current or former
personal, intimate relationship. Relationship abuse also includes manipulation or other forms of
emotional abuse if they have the effect of creating fear*, isolation, or restriction of access to
resources, education or work. Relationship abuse includes behaviors that are defined as dating
and/or domestic violence for purposes of remedies under Massachusetts law, Title IX, and for Clery
Act reporting.
Relationship abuse is directed primarily against a person who is or has been involved in a sexual,
dating, domestic or other emotionally, romantically, and/or physically intimate relationship with
the respondent, although the abuse may be directed toward the family members, friends, pets, or
property of the targeted partner.
Relationship abuse can encompass a broad range of behavior including, but not limited to, coercive,
abusive, or violent behaviors that are physical, sexual and/or economic in nature. The also include
psychological, verbal and/or emotional abuse if they have the effect of creating fear*, isolation, or
restriction of access to resources, education or work. The behaviors generally form an ongoing
pattern of behavior, although one severe instance of physical or sexual abuse may be sufficient to
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establish relationship abuse.
Examples include, but are not limited to, situations in which the following behaviors are directed
toward the targeted individual.


Threats and intimidation: coercion and manipulation, including threats of self-harm, used
to compel the targeted individual(s) to behave as directed; exhibiting extreme
possessiveness or jealousy to control or compel the targeted partner(s) behavior;
threatening to share information which could damage the target’s reputation or
relationships with others to compel the targeted partner’s behavior; threatening to harm the
target’s family, friends, pets, or property; threatening the target with physical or sexual
harm;



Isolation and restriction of freedom: isolating or confining the target for a substantial period
of time; repeatedly depriving the target of personal freedom of movement or access to
friends, family, or support systems;



Resource abuse: forcible or coercive denial of use or access to owned or shared assets, or
limiting or controlling access to education or work; words and/or actions aimed at
manipulating the financial or legal situation of the target;



Harm to property or pets: attempting to cause or causing damage or injury to property
owned or controlled by the target, or the target’s pets; interfering with the target’s access
to property they own or control, or their pets;



Physical abuse: attempting to cause or causing the target bodily injury or offensive physical
contact;



Sexual assault, sexual exploitation, and sexual harassment as defined elsewhere in the Code
of Conduct;



Stalking as defined elsewhere in the Code of Conduct

* In adjudication of cases, behavior that would cause a reasonable person to feel fear will be
interpreted as constituting relationship abuse by this standard.
Retaliation Policy. Retaliation is harmful action taken against someone who has filed a complaint,
provided testimony, or in some way participated in a disciplinary investigation or process. It could
also include actions taken against someone who has intervened as a bystander to stop or attempt to
stop harassment, discrimination, or misconduct.
It can include intimidating, threatening, coercing, or discriminating against an individual because
of their participation in a disciplinary process, or because they opposed behavior that was in
violation of our Code of Conduct.
If the actions directed at that individual would deter a reasonable person in the same circumstances
from reporting misconduct, participating in a disciplinary process, or opposing behavior in violation
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of our Code of Conduct, it is deemed retaliatory.
The College’s Code of Conduct addresses retaliation in three different places. In one not cited by
Ms. Kurker, the policy states, “Retaliation prohibited: Individuals who make complaints or bring
charges against another Williams community member for violation of the College Code of
Conduct, including complaints regarding sexual misconduct, dating violence, stalking,
harassment, or discrimination, may not be subject to retaliation of any sort, whether verbal,
physical or in any other manner, for having done so.
E. The Williams College Employee Handbook Sexual Misconduct Policy, effective
during the 2015-2016 academic year
The provisions of the Sexual Misconduct Policy, as provided for in the Williams College Employee
Handbook, is the same as the Statement on Sexual Assault and Other Sexual Misconduct that was in
effect on October 2014. Accordingly, all student conduct prohibited by the Statement on Sexual
Assault and Other Sexual Misconduct is prohibited by the Sexual Misconduct Policy that is
applicable to employees. Furthermore, the College’s Sexual Misconduct Policies, as represented in
the Williams College Code of Conduct, effective as of October 2015, are applicable to employees.
The Sexual Misconduct Investigation and Adjudication Process states in relevant part:
Cases involving a student and a faculty or staff member. A student who experiences conduct on
the part of a staff or faculty member that the student believes violates the College’s Sexual
Misconduct Policies is encouraged to report that conduct to Campus Safety and Security, the
College’s Title IX Coordinator, or the Dean of the College. A student who reports an experience of
sexual assault or other sexual misconduct is called the “complainant.” The staff or faculty member
who is accused of committing sexual assault or sexual misconduct is called the “respondent.” Both
the complainant and the respondent are encouraged to participate in the process of investigation and
adjudication.
The College’s Code of Conduct, aka Student Handbook, and all its published policies and
procedures form a contract under which the College and students are bound to each other.
IV. Description of the Allegations
The parties were in a dating relationship between the Fall 2013 semester, when Susan was a junior
and John was a sophomore, and the Spring 2016 semester. This section describes in chronological
order the parties’ allegations about each other. Note: Susan has raised allegations about John that
predate the College’s adoption of its Relationship Abuse policy. The Investigator has included
Susan’s allegations that his conduct violated that policy because the Relationship Abuse policy
considers conduct that includes “an ongoing pattern of behavior.” Ms. Kurker misrepresents the
manner in which the Panel is to review the allegations. The rule regarding the applicable law in
contractual matters relies on the non-retroactivity principle. The Hearing Panel is prohibited by
law to apply policy ex post facto. Each allegation must be adjudicated under the policy that was
in effect at the time of each of the alleged incidents. Applicable College policy during the time
period up to October 2015 was limited to:
the definition of Sexual Misconduct as outlined above on page 8-9 (relevant to pre-
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October 2014 events);
Dating or Domestic Violence means conduct by a person who is or has been in a
relationship of a romantic or intimate nature with the victim, which involves physical
harm to the victim; attempting or threatening to physically harm the victim; making the
victim fear that physical harm is going to happen; or threatening, pressuring or forcing
the victim to engage in sexual activity (relevant to events up to October 2015);
and
Stalking refers to a pattern of conduct directed at a specific person that would cause a
reasonable person to feel fear, or to fear for the health or safety of a person they are close
to, such as a friend or family member (relevant to events up to October 2015).
A. Incident in the summer of 2014 involving Theo Pippins
Susan’s First Interview
John and Susan both lived in New York City during the summer of 2014; he with his family on
Long Island and she near Columbia University, where she was enrolled in a public health program.
One night, while John and Susan were at a sushi restaurant in Queens, she mentioned that many of
her friends were in New York that summer, and that she was excited to spend time with them and
John. When she included in this group her friend from Williams, Theo Pippins, John stopped talking
to her. He paid their bill, and drove her to the train station, and said, “Get out, go be with your
boyfriend, Theo.” Susan refused to leave because she and John had planned for her to spend the
night with him at his sister’s house. When they arrived there, John made Susan wipe away her tears
because he didn’t want his sister to see her crying. Following this, Susan stopped seeing friends
because she was scared that John would be angry. In fact, I told her that she could and should go
spend time with him which upset her. I believe that she wanted me to exhibit jealousy and was
angry that I didn’t.
John’s Second Interview
John remembers the dinner that Susan described, but has a different memory of their discussion
about Theo. John recalls that Susan mentioned wanting to spend time with Theo that night, and that
he (Theo) and Susan had been texting each other earlier that day to coordinate a plan. At hearing
this, John offered to bring Susan to the train station so she could visit Theo. However, once they
arrived at the station, Susan changed her mind. He doesn’t remember Susan crying or telling her
not to cry in front of his sister. John did not perceive that Susan was breaking plans with him because
they hadn’t solidified what they were going to do the rest of the night.
Susan’s Second Interview
Susan contests John’s position that he offered to bring her to see Theo because the two had been
texting each other earlier that day and night. Susan stated that she hadn’t been texting Theo that
day, and that they hadn’t made plans to meet up with one another. Rather, when she mentioned that
Theo also was in New York City that summer, John became angry, drove her to the train station,
and told her to get out of his car.
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Information from Witnesses Any information from witnesses that is not information of personal
knowledge, i.e. something seen or heard, is hearsay or opinion. Susan’s telling other people her
version of events is not evidence. It is simply recitation of her side of the story.
Theo Pippins, class of 2014, has known Susan since his sophomore year at Williams when he and
Susan took an art class together. Theo and Susan have kept in contact since he graduated. Theo
knows John because they were both members of the Ritmo dance group.
Susan told Theo about the aforementioned argument that she and John had about him during the
summer of 2015, about a year after its occurrence. Susan told Theo that John grew jealous when she
mentioned his name in a conversation, drove her to the train station, and left her there. Thinking back,
Theo stated that he does not believe he and Susan communicated any less following this incident.
On the contrary, he noted that he and Susan had grown apart prior to the incident, around January
2014, but actually became closer friends during her senior year (2014-2015). NB: Theo and Susan
did not communicate any less.
Katherine Nunez, class of 2016, met John and Susan during her sophomore year. She and John were
Ritmo dance partners this past year, although they never spent time together outside of dance
practices and events. Katherine and Susan became friendly during Katherine’s junior year, when
they were both members of the Kusika dance group.
In the fall of 2015, Susan told Katherine about a time that John became jealous of Theo Pippins,
Katherine’s then-boyfriend, at a time when all three of them were living in New York. When Susan
told John that she had wanted to “hang out with [Theo]” John became angry, drove her to the train
station and said, “Get out of the car, go spend time with your boyfriend, Theo.” Katherine noted
that John had nothing to be jealous of, because at the time this incident occurred she (Katherine)
was in a relationship with Theo. Katherine’s information amounts to nothing greater than a
simple recitation of Susan’s side of the story.
Jackie Lee, class of 2015, knew Susan through classes they took together; they also lived together
in Dodd House. She vaguely knew John through Susan.
Susan had numerous conversations with Jackie about her difficulties with John while the three of
them lived in Dodd House. Jackie recalls that on one occasion Susan complained that John became
angry at her for spending time with Theo instead of him. She recalls that at some point Susan relayed
to her an argument that she and John had involving Theo in the summer of 2014, but does not
remember any other details. Jackie’s information amounts to nothing greater than a simple
recitation of Susan’s side of the story.
Elanie Wilson, class of 2015, has been friends with Susan since June 2011, when they participated
in the same summer program prior to their freshman year. She has also known John since her
freshman year. Susan told Elanie that when she participated in the Ritmo dance group, John became
jealous when she danced with Theo Pippins instead of him. Susan never relayed to Elanie any
incident involving Theo that occurred during the summer of 2014. Elanie’s information amounts
to nothing greater than a simple recitation of Susan’s side of the story.
Alleged Policy Violation
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Susan perceives John’s behavior as demonstrative of his extreme jealousy and manipulation, and
resulted in her isolation from her friend, Theo Pippins, and her reluctance to spend time with people
other than John. She believes that this conduct amounts to a violation of the College’s Relationship
Abuse policy. 1) This is a misapplication of policy. No Relationship Abuse policy existed at the
time. Susan and I were not even attending Williams College at the time. We were in New York
City for the Summer of 2014. The Williams College Code of Conduct at the time, nor at any time
afterwards until present, contained no clause to the effect that the policies apply to all students
on or off campus regardless of whether school is in session. The policy is, in fact, silent on the
issue. Therefore, as a non-student, off campus, while school was not in session, I was not bound
by the Code of Conduct. Even if I was, the 2013-2014 Code of Conduct’s policy on Dating or
Domestic Violence was limited to defining dating or domestic violence as conduct by a person
who is or has been in a relationship of a romantic or intimate nature with the victim, which
involves physical harm to the victim; attempting or threatening to physically harm the victim;
making the victim fear that physical harm is going to happen; or threatening, pressuring or
forcing the victim to engage in sexual activity.
Besides, even if it did apply (which it did not), the College’s 2015-2016 policy on Relationship
Abuse defines it as the use of physical force, coercion, threats, intimidation, isolation, or other
forms of physical, or sexual abuse toward a partner in a current or former personal, intimate
relationship. Relationship abuse also includes manipulation or other forms of emotional abuse
if they have the effect of creating fear*, isolation, or restriction of access to resources, education
or work. (* In adjudication of cases, behavior that would cause a reasonable person to feel fear
will be interpreted as constituting relationship abuse by this standard.) What Susan has alleged
hardly amounts to “abuse” under this definition and does not qualify by any stretch of the
imagination.
B. Incident involving Susan’s summer 2014 program at Columbia University
Susan’s First Interview
As part of her summer program at Columbia University, Susan was supposed to attend a training at
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”) in Atlanta for a week. John was angry that
she was going to leave, and stated “all the time,” “I can’t believe you’re leaving me.” John put so
much pressure on Susan to be with him that she could not meet the obligations of the program
because she was “too busy, too scared to not spend time with John, ‘cuz he would get angry.” Susan
did not write her final paper or complete the program because she was concerned that if she told
John that she needed to focus on the program requirements, he “would get angry and start yelling
really mean things.”
John’s Second Interview
As for Susan’s program at Columbia, John denied that he pressured Susan to spend time with him
or to shirk her responsibilities to train at the CDC. “I wouldn’t get angry if she had to leave. It was
a requirement for her to go, so I don’t know where she’s going with that, or coming from.” John
believed that it was Susan who pressured him to spend time together, and that he encouraged her to
do her work on her own time, and to spend time with her friends. John doesn’t know whether Susan
completed the Columbia program; she had told him that she wasn’t sure whether she would
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complete her final paper.
Overall, John believed that their relationship during the summer of 2014 was fine.
Susan’s Second Interview
Susan disputed John’s position that he did not pressure her to shirk her program responsibilities,
explaining that when she told him that she had to attend a training in Atlanta, he was angry and
asked Susan why she had to go. However, Susan also stated that John did not particularly seek
out her company that summer either. “I would be the one who went to him. It’s not like I
would tell him to come to my dorm at Columbia. He came over, like, two or three times, but
that was it,” she stated. Susan claimed that I controlled her time and that I wanted her to spend
too much time with me when the truth is that the roles were actually reversed. Susan wanted me
to spend time with her at Columbia and she wanted to spend time with my family and me. Nothing
belies her claim that I was jealous and possessive more than the fact that it would be SHE who
came to me. As she said herself, I visited her only a couple of times. Actions speak far louder
than words.
This projection-denial, a hallmark of a narcissist, is demonstrated throughout this Response to
Report and explained in Exhibit C to 9/24/16 Response to Report.
Alleged Policy Violation
Susan alleges that by pressuring her to spend more time with him, John undermined her ability to
fully engage in the summer program, thereby violating the “isolation and restriction” provision of
the Relationship Abuse policy. As above in A, this is a misapplication of policy as no Relationship
Abuse policy existed at the time. Susan and I were not attending Williams College at the time.
We were in New York City for the Summer of 2014. The Williams College Code of Conduct at
the time, nor at any time afterwards until present, contained no clause to the effect that the
policies apply to all students on or off campus regardless of whether school is in session. The
policy is, in fact, silent on the issue. Therefore, as a non-student, off campus, while school was
not in session, I was not bound by the Code of Conduct. Even if I was, the 2013-2014 Code of
Conduct’s policy on Dating or Domestic Violence was limited to defining dating or domestic
violence as conduct by a person who is or has been in a relationship of a romantic or intimate
nature with the victim, which involves physical harm to the victim; attempting or threatening to
physically harm the victim; making the victim fear that physical harm is going to happen; or
threatening, pressuring or forcing the victim to engage in sexual activity.
Besides, the College’s 2015-2016 policy on Relationship Abuse defines it as the use of physical
force, coercion, threats, intimidation, isolation, or other forms of physical, or sexual abuse
toward a partner in a current or former personal, intimate relationship. Relationship abuse also
includes manipulation or other forms of emotional abuse if they have the effect of creating fear*,
isolation, or restriction of access to resources, education or work. (* In adjudication of cases,
behavior that would cause a reasonable person to feel fear will be interpreted as constituting
relationship abuse by this standard.) What Susan has alleged hardly amounts to “abuse” under
this definition and does not qualify by any stretch of the imagination.
C. Susan’s allegation of non-consensual sex in September 2014
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Susan’s First and Second interview
Susan’s first interview. Minutes before the scheduled end of Susan’s first interview, Susan recalled
an incident when she “didn’t want to have sex, but he still did it anyway.” It occurred shortly after
they moved into their shared dorm room in Dodd House. She was crying while she and John
were having sex, although she doubts that he noticed. He “kind of just forced himself in, and it
hurt.”
The Investigator told Susan that she would need to interview her about this allegation in detail when
they next spoke. Because the Investigator had little information about the details of Susan’s
allegation about this incident, she interviewed John about it following Susan’s second interview.
(See John’s third interview.) Ms. Kurker waited until the very end of her third [final] interview
me to mention the allegation of non-consensual sex despite having information from Susan as
early as the first interview.
Susan’s second interview. Susan provided more information about this allegation of nonconsensual sex during her second interview. Within a few days of Susan and John moving into their
shared room in Dodd House, they went to a party in their friend Matias Crespo’s room around 10
p.m., and were joined by Giselle Trivino, Charles Chirinos and Corbin Chu, as well as other students
who she didn’t know well. Susan stated that Matias and Giselle might have observed and may be
able to comment on her state of intoxication at the party.2 Susan and John stayed at the party for
about an hour, during which time she shot-gunned a beer and had between two and three shots of
liquor.
Susan does not remember walking up the stairs to return to her room, or removing her clothes to
have sex. She just remembers lying on her stomach diagonally across the two beds that they had
moved together. John was on top of her, and she felt confused about why they were having sex.
After John ejaculated, she went to the bathroom to clean herself and noticed that she was bleeding.
The next day, she asked John whether they had had sex the prior night because she “just wasn’t sure
if what [she] was feeling was real or not” and she “wanted to make sure that [they] did have sex.”
Susan believes that sometime in October, she told her friend, Andrea Estrada, about this situation
while they were sitting on a bench by the squash courts. She told Andrea that she felt really
uncomfortable when she and John had been having sex because “it was a really different position, and
that [she] was crying.” Andrea was really surprised and worried. Andrea has told Ms. Kurker that
she does not recall Susan confiding in her about any episode of sexual contact with me that
Susan described as either non-consensual or upsetting. One would think one would recall such
a “really surprising and worrying” revelation by someone close to you. NB: Andrea was a friend
of and close to Susan and was only a mere acquaintance of mine. Page 10 in original 9/13/16
Report.
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The College contacted Matias Crespo and Giselle Trivino, but they both they both declined to participate in this
investigation.
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Further, it is extremely important to note that this was the first instance in which Susan says she
ever spoke to anyone about the alleged incident. According to Barbara Tversky, professor
emerita of psychology at Stanford University, “All other things equal, earlier recountings are
more likely to be accurate than later ones. The longer the delay, the more likely that subsequent
information will get confused with the target memory.”
As recent as “last year,” Ava Atri asked Susan whether I had ever abused her physically or
engaged in non-consensual sex with her. Susan replied, “No, he’s never done that. He doesn’t
do that.” However, in May 2016, when Susan was informed that the College would be following
up with my Title IX Complaint against her, Susan’s version of events to Ava were now that she
and I had engaged in sex once when she was “really tired and not in the mood,” and “didn’t want
to” have sex. Susan engaged in other similar gossip in June and July 2016, presumable to groom
friends to be “witnesses.”
The account of Eman Al-Ali could easily be mistaken for a time in the early spring (March 2016)
when Susan and I were going through our final break up instead of his reported “spring 2015.”
This confusion seems reasonable considering Eman lives in Houston and she believed that we
were not dating at the time of the alleged sexual assault.
It is a matter of common sense and experience that, in general, recollection is likely to be better
closer to the index incident than further from the event in question. Put bluntly, memories are
likely to fade and the more time that passes the greater that risk. There is a real danger that with
the significant passage of time a witness may replay the events in their mind resulting in a
greater chance that their “recollection” becomes influenced by hindsight, sympathy or
extraneous materials. In such a case there is a real risk that the witness may recount what they
consider to be a genuine recollection of the events although the same has been affected by the
passage of time and tainted by hindsight.
It is also extremely important to note that Andrea Estrada was interviewed by Ms. Kurker on
June 17, 2016 only two days after Ms. Kurker had the second interview with Susan during which
Susan provided details alleging the sexual act.
Susan stated that this incident was nonconsensual both because she was incapacitated, and also
because she did not affirmatively consent. Wrong policy, again, is applied here. Consent means
that at the time of the sexual contact, words or conduct clearly indicate freely given approval or
agreement, without coercion, by both participants in the sexual contact. Both parties have the
obligation to communicate consent or the lack of consent.
Unable to provide consent
Susan stated that she was unable to provide consent, and that John should have known this because
he saw how much alcohol she had consumed that night; they had never before had sex while they
were drunk; she doesn’t remember walking up the stairs from Matias’s room to hers, or taking off
her clothes; and, she doesn’t remember agreeing to have sex.
Susan doesn’t know what signs of incapacitation she may have demonstrated. She noted that when
she is drunk, she usually stumbles, but because she doesn’t remember walking up the stairs, she has
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no such memory of whether that happened on this night. She doesn’t remember whether or not she
vomited. Although she often slurs her words when she drinks, no one mentioned this to her on that
night (nor would she expect this to happen, since she tended to slur her words whenever she was
drunk).
No affirmative consent The College had not yet adopted a policy of “effective” consent at the time
and has never used the term “affirmative consent.”
Susan stated that she and John always communicated about whether to have sex, and that they also
communicated during sex, neither of which occurred on the night at issue. For example, while having
sex, they would communicate if one of them was uncomfortable or if either of them wanted to change
positions. They didn’t verbally communicate about sex at all this night.
Susan believes that John knew that she was not consenting because they had never had sex like that
before: “We never . . . just started out from behind.” She “just felt really uncomfortable” because
she “wasn’t lubricated, and it hurt.” She kept telling herself, “I don’t want this right now” but she
couldn’t say anything. YES, she could; she isn’t mute. Susan tried to pull away from John when he
was on top of her, but his hands were on her shoulders, and she couldn’t move from under him.
Susan recalls that she did not participate in the sex act that night, meaning that she did not kiss him
or touch him intimately during it.
This is quite a lot of alleged recollection and detail from someone who claims to have been so
substantially impaired by alcohol. NB: Susan does not say that she ever communicated lack of
consent as per the policy’s requirement that both parties have the obligation to communicate
consent or the lack of consent.
Just as her alleged “relationship abuse” claims trivialize real abuse, so does Susan’s “nonconsensual sex” claim trivialize real non-consensual sex and rape. Given Susan’s pattern of
making claims about me that are not true, both wholesale and embellished as will be established
herein, her accusation that we engaged in non-consensual sex without providing sufficient
evidence supporting such a damaging claim must be examined, as do all claims, using an objective
standard of measurement, i.e. the “reasonable person test.” Title IX requires that educational
institutions apply both subjective and objective standards when evaluating student conduct, per
the Department of Education’s Office of Civil Rights’ directive. Schools must also draw
commonsense distinctions between conduct that constitutes sexual misconduct and conduct that
does not rise to that level.
Just as no reasonable person would find Susan’s other claims to rise to the level of “abuse,” no
reasonable person would find her claim of non-consensual sex to be honest, accurate, or in
violation of the College’s Code of Conduct.
Susan and I had been in a relationship, in fact a monogamous sexual/romantic relationship, for
nearly a year by that time. The Code of Conduct, as written at the time of the alleged incident in
September 2014 (supposedly Labor Day), stated:
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Consent means that at the time of the sexual contact, words or conduct clearly indicate
freely given approval or agreement, without coercion, by both participants in the sexual
contact. Both parties have the obligation to communicate consent or the lack of consent.
By her own statement, Susan did not communicate lack of consent in any manner. Her accusation
hinges on her level of intoxication, yet that claim has no substantiation and is impugned by her
statements describing details of what she claims to have happened. The Code of Conduct further
stated, “Consent while under the influence of alcohol or drugs is valid consent, unless the person
is under the influence to the point of being substantially impaired.” She came to our room where
we lived together willingly, voluntarily, with full consent, and not substantially impaired. We
engaged in sex as we had many times before. She has not provided any evidence to support her
statement except her version of events. A rational person in similar circumstances would not make
such an outrageous claim that there was non-consensual sex as described, tantamount to a Brock
Turner or other horrific date rape like scenario. The mere accusation alone in this circumstance
is disgusting.
Furthermore, Susan never drank to such an extreme level that she would “black out” and certainly
would not drink to any excess on a school night with classes the next morning.
John’s Third Interview
John recalls that he and Susan attended many parties in Matias Crespo’s room, including several at
the beginning of the school year. He does not recall any specific party at which Susan became very
drunk and/or incapacitated, nor does he recall observing her shot-gunning a beer. During these
occasions, he observed Susan drink a moderate amount of alcohol, meaning one or two shots, but
never to the point where she became incapacitated. John does not recall any occasion during which
he and Susan partied in Matias’s room, which resulted in her becoming inebriated to the point of
not being able to remember things.
The Investigator read a summary of Susan’s complaint about this instance to John. He had the
following responses:
o Susan almost always initiated sexual activity. He recalls one such night following
a party in Matias’s room where they discussed having sex, and Susan retrieved a
condom.
o John agrees with Susan that they never began having sex in the rear-entry position
– on this night or on any other.
o John stated that because Susan was on the birth control pill, her body often did not
self- lubricate, and so they used synthetic lubrication.
o As to whether he and Susan had had ever previously engaged in sex while drunk,
John stated:
I don’t know what she means by not having sex while drunk. Does that mean having
one or two drinks and then having sex? I don’t know what, what does she mean by
that? Because we would, we tended to have sex after going out, a night out at the
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college and we would have one, two, three drinks. But we were never, we would
never have sex when the other one couldn’t walk up the stairs, or remember walking
up the stairs. But we would have sex after going out in which we had one or two or
three drinks.


John does not recall any of the following:
o Any occasion on which he was on top of Susan while they were having sex, and
she tried but could not remove herself from such a position;
o Susan asking him to confirm that they had had sex the previous night; or
o Susan not kissing, touching, or otherwise participating in their sexual activities. In

sum, John stated that it is his belief that Susan:
Is falsely accusing me of this knowing that I’ve had a past history in the School with such [an]
allegation, and . . . is using information that she knows of me to then, once again, harm me by
falsely accusing me of this.
Susan’s Third Interview
The alleged incident of non-consensual sex occurred on Labor Day in 2014, on the night that Matias
Crespo hosted his first party of the semester.
Susan responded to John’s contentions as follows:
o Susan estimates that she and John only attended two parties in Matias’s room that
semester.
o Susan maintained that, with the exception of the September incident, she and John
never had sex after consuming any alcohol. She disputed John’s contention that on
some occasions, they would have sex after drinking between one and three drinks
each. She stated that when they went out they would drink to the point of such
intoxication that they would throw up together in their room, but they never had
sex after drinking.
o With respect to Susan’s level of intoxication that night, she believes that John
observed her shot-gunning a beer because he was also shot-gunning beers. She also
recalls that she was drinking shots of Fireball.3
o Susan’s last recollection before engaging in sexual intercourse was of her leaving
Matias’s room. During sex, she recalls that she was “physically trying” to get away
from John by attempting to “shift out from under him,” but he was restraining her,
using his body weight and strength to “hold [her] down.” NB: Susan described
herself to Ms. Kurker as “lying on her stomach.”
o This incident stood out in Susan’s memory because it was the only time that she
3

Fireball is a cinnamon-flavored whisky-based liqueur, containing 33% alcohol.
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and John did not verbally agree to have sex. She alleges that in all other instances,
they would ask each other, “Do you wanna have sex?” and then they would “talk
about what position [they] wanted to be in and whatnot, and this was not the case
this time. It was just him controlling the situation.” Susan disputes that she typically
initiated the sexual activity, and asserts that they would both suggest it on other
occasions.
o In response to John’s contention that they would typically use synthetic lubricant
because her body did not self-lubricate, she stated that they did not start using
lubricant until the fall of 2015, and that her body sometimes would and sometimes
would not self-lubricate.
o During sexual intercourse, Susan did not express to John that she did not want
to be having sex. Since that incident, she never communicated to him that she
regarded their sexual activity on that night as non-consensual because she didn’t
want “him to think he was a bad person.”
Information from Witnesses
Andrea Estrada, class of 2016, met both Susan and John in the fall of her sophomore year. She met
Susan when she joined a dance group called Kusika, and met John when she joined a dance group
called Ritmo Latino. Andrea became close with Susan. She only interacted with John at Ritmo
gatherings. Andrea does not recall Susan confiding in her about any episode of sexual contact
with John that Susan described as either non-consensual or upsetting.
Ava Atri, a rising senior at the College, met Susan when she joined Kusika in the fall of 2014. Ava
does not know John but has seen him around campus and at parties.
Sometime last year (Ava doesn’t recall when), she and Susan were having a conversation about
John’s verbal abuse of her. Ava asked Susan whether John had ever abused her physically or
engaged in non-consensual sex with her. Susan replied, “No, he’s never done that. He doesn’t
do that.” However, in May 2016, while Susan and Ava were spending time in Susan’s apartment,
she told Ava that the night that she and John moved in together in August 2014, they had intercourse
even though she was “really tired and not in the mood,” and “didn’t want to” have sex. At the time
Susan didn’t think it was a big deal and did not consider it non-consensual. Later, she realized that it
was a non-consensual sexual activity. Susan did not provide Ava with any more details about this
incident, and Ava does not know when Susan began to regard that sexual encounter as nonconsensual.
Eman Al-Ali, who is not a Williams College student, went to middle school and high school with
Susan in Houston. They remain close and communicate about once every week or two. Susan told
Eman about her relationship with John soon after they began dating.
During the spring of 2015, Susan told Eman that John had “forced himself on her” when she didn’t
want to engage in sexual activity with him. Susan told her that they had been drinking and, when
they returned to their bedroom, he forced her to engage in sexual activity, and she cried during the
incident. Susan did not provide any details about the incident: “She just said that she didn’t want
to, but he kept forcing himself. She didn’t go into details because she just didn’t want to be TMI
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with me.”4 Susan told Eman that she did not confront John about it because she didn’t want to anger
him or cause a big argument. Eman does not know exactly when this alleged non- consensual
intercourse occurred, but believes it was during Susan’s senior year, and that she learned about the
incident “a couple of months or a few weeks” after it happened. Eman is not sure (because Susan and
John frequently broke up and reconciled) but believes that they were not dating at the time of the
alleged sexual assault. The account of Eman Al-Ali could easily be mistaken for a time in the
early spring (March 2016) when Susan and I were going through our final break up instead of
his reported “spring 2015.” This confusion seems reasonable considering Eman lives in Houston
and she believed that we were not dating at the time of the alleged sexual assault. It is a matter
of common sense and experience that, in general, recollection is likely to be better closer to the
index incident than further from the event in question. Put bluntly, memories are likely to fade
and the more time that passes the greater that risk. There is a real danger that with the significant
passage of time a witness may replay the events in their mind resulting in a greater chance that
their “recollection” becomes influenced by hindsight, sympathy or extraneous materials. In such
a case there is a real risk that the witness may recount what they consider to be a genuine
recollection of the events although the same has been affected by the passage of time and tainted
by hindsight.
Lastly, Eman’s information amounts to nothing greater than a simple recitation of Susan’s side
of the story.
Susan told Elanie Wilson about this incident in June and July 2016. Elanie had heard about the
incident from another friend, who she did not name, and approached Susan during a picnic for
alumni of color held in New York City on June 18, 2016. She briefly offered her support, and Susan
requested they talk about it later. They met approximately one month later at a café. Susan told
Elanie that on one occasion when she had been intoxicated and asleep, she awoke to John having
sex with her. Susan told her when the incident occurred, but Elanie no longer recalls what Susan
said, although she guesses that it happened during their senior year. Susan engaged in this gossip
despite Ms. Kurker’s request that she not discuss these processes with others except to the extent
that [she’s] doing so to get legal advice or support. Also, Elanie’s information amounts to nothing
greater than a simple recitation of Susan’s side of the story.
Elanie separately recalled the party that she attended in Matias Crespo’s room on September 1,
2014. She remembered that she was in Matias’s room for approximately 1 hour and interacted with
Susan for approximately 10 minutes. Susan appeared intoxicated, as her “speech was a little bit
slurred” and her face was flushed. Elanie also recalled that John was at this party, but does not
remember his state of intoxication. She did not draw a connection between this party and the alleged
incident on non-consensual sex. There were many parties in Matias’ room and many opportunities
for Elanie to observe Susan a bit drunk. Since this night was exactly two years ago, as Elanie
was interviewed on September 1, 2016, it is very hard to believe that Elanie remembers that
particular night. It is also very difficult to believe that Elanie “separately” recalled this particular
party without prompting from Ms. Kurker.
Alleged Policy Violation
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“TMI” means “too much information.”
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Susan alleges that John engaged in non-consensual sexual intercourse both because she did not
affirmatively consent and because she was unable to provide effective consent due to her level of
intoxication. Again, the wrong policy is being applied here. The College did not have a policy of
“effective consent” at the time, nor does it use the term “affirmative consent.” Both parties had
the responsibility to communicate consent or lack of consent. In any case, Susan’s story simply
does not add up. Someone with allegedly detailed recollection of the sexual act could not have
also been substantially physically or mentally impaired by alcohol to the point of having been as
drunk as she claimed. Further, two to three shots do not substantially impair anyone who
consumes alcohol on a semi-regular or regular basis. Susan cannot have it both ways: being
substantially impaired AND remembering we allegedly did not kiss, etc., etc., etc.
In conclusion, and most important of all, Susan herself conceded to Ms. Kurker that she did not
express to me that she did not want to be having sex. Drunk sex and regretted sex are not the same
as non-consensual sex as defined in College policy at the time. By the preponderance of the
evidence and objective measurement standards, Susan’s claim amounts, again, to an allegation
with insufficient evidence. [Under Title IX, educational institutions are required to judge
allegations of sexual assault and “sexual harassment,” an all-encompassing term that includes
“relationship abuse” and all the Code of Conduct policies discussed herein, by a “preponderance
of the evidence” standard.]
D. Argument on Mountain Day and canceled trip to Texas in October 2014
Susan’s First Interview
While Susan and John were sitting on the bus that was to take them to a college sponsored trip to
Mount Greylock, Susan realized that she had forgotten to take her birth control pill and told John
about it. John yelled at her to get off the bus to take it, which she did, but then had to take a later bus
by herself. When they met at the mountain, John was still angry, and told Susan that she was
irresponsible. He refused to talk to her that weekend, even though they lived together. She tried
talking to him, and he told her that he hated her. She asked, “Why do you look at me like that, like
you wanna hit me?” and he replied, “Because sometimes I do wanna hit you.” Following this
exchange, on October 5, 2014, Susan sent an email to Dean Bolton that stated:
I don’t know who to turn for this because it seems from the outside like such a dumb
problem. I have a boyfriend who I have been dating for almost a year here at [W]illiams,
and I don’t know if how he treats me is right or if I’m just overly sensitive. For instance,
when something goes wrong, he gets angry and tells me that the wrong thing that happened
to me is what I deserved. Or he gets angry and tells me he hates me, or that he wishes I
didn’t exist. He then apologizes. But last night we had a fight over something stupid. He
ended up calling me selfish and telling me he can’t even look at me. These things greatly
affect me, and there is no one I can turn to because people brush it off. And we have the
same group of friends. I really need to leave school for at least a week to gather my life
and thoughts. I feel trapped. I hope you can help me. Exhibit A to 9/13/16 Report.
Essentially Susan was angry that she missed the bus and had to take the next bus. She blamed me
for this, in her typical projecting fashion. I had no control over the bus driver and whether he
would wait for her. Susan is an adult and responsible for herself. It was her choice to get off the
bus whether I was angry or not. When she said to me, “Why do you look at me like that? You look
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like you want to hit me,” she was obviously attempting to provoke and elicit a response from me,
as she is wont to do. I did not take her bait. I did not hit her; I never have and never would.
(However, in fact, she did strike me the night of December 5, 2015.)
Upset by John’s treatment of her, Susan bought a bus ticket to New York City, and an airplane
ticket to Houston, where she is from, where she planned to stay with a friend. When Susan was at
LaGuardia waiting for her plane, John called wondering where she was. She explained that she was
flying to Houston because he had been mean to her. When John told Susan not to leave (and that he
would pick her up in Albany the following day), Susan agreed because she didn’t want John to be
angry with her.5 Dean Bolton told Dean Reyes about Susan’s situation, and Dean Reyes followed
up with Susan when she returned to campus. John, who was monitoring her texts and iMessages,
later confronted Susan about meeting with Dean Reyes about him. Exhibit B to 9/13/16 Report.
Susan agreed to return to school because we reconciled in that phone call. Her plan to go to
Houston was a ploy to get my attention and sympathy which it had. This was a familiar pattern.
John’s Second Interview
John recalls that he and Susan had an argument on Mountain Day because when she, by her own
choice, got off the bus to take her birth control pill, he didn’t ask the bus driver to wait for her.
However, John didn’t have any control over when the bus was going to leave. John denies that he
told Susan to get off of the bus to take her pill, stating that it was her choice, nor did he call her
irresponsible for forgetting to take it. The two didn’t talk much the rest of the day, but reconciled
once they returned to the room that they shared.
John denies that he told Susan that he hated her. Likewise, he denied that he told Susan that [I]
wanted to hit her: “That is not correct at all. I would never say that, and I never said that to her.”
At some point following this argument, John called a “very emotionally unstable” Susan, and while
crying, she told him that she was at LaGuardia waiting for a plane to take her home to Houston.
(He denies that she told him that she was going home because he had been mean to her.) Susan stayed
in an area hotel, and he paid for her to take a train to Albany the next day, where he picked her up
at the station.
John denies that he monitored Susan’s text messages and discovered that she had told Dean Reyes
about their troubles, or that he confronted her for doing so. John alleges that Susan disclosed this
fact to him, and that when he asked her why she had done that, she did not have an answer. Ms.
Kurker failed to include how I explained that any iMessages I may have ever seen of Susan’s
was when I was using the shared iPad. I often used the iPad for homework or to look at slides
for classes. Susan explained that her phone and iPad were synched with one another so that it
would be natural for an iMessage to pop up on the iPad. One inadvertent viewing does not
amount to “monitoring” and discovering information on an iPad we commonly used together
hardly constitutes “monitoring” in the negative connotation of the term. (In fact, “monitoring”
is something that Susan did to me, by logging in to my facebook account from computers/devices
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up the next day.
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we did not share and by logging in to my Snapchat account when she was in Colombia, as
explained below.)
In any case, she did disclose this fact to me in the process of our reconciliation. Again, this was
part of her tendency to confess to me after she had done something to harm me, as demonstrated
on Page 115 of Exhibit I to 9/13/16 Report.
Susan’s Second Interview
Susan disputed John’s position that she chose to get off the bus after realizing that she had forgotten
to take her birth control pill, and she reasserted that he forced her to do so. Susan, again, failed to
provide any information that substantiates such a claim. She did not state that I pushed her off
the bus (using force). She did not describe any particular actions or behaviors of mine that
indicate “force.”
Susan denied telling John that she had disclosed their relationship problems to Deans Reyes and
Bolton, and reasserted that he discovered her communication with the deans by reading the
iMessages she had written to Giselle Trivino about it. It was John who confronted Susan about her
communications with the deans: he told her that he wasn’t stupid, and that he’d seen her messages
while using her iPad. Susan deleted everything from her iPad so John would no longer have access
to her communications.
Susan’s Third Interview
Susan clarified that John read her iMessage communications with Giselle Trivino, which revealed
that she planned to meet with Dean Reyes, in December 2014. Susan further recalled that John
complained to their mutual friend, Matias Crespo, about Susan’s meeting with the deans. John told
Matias, “Susan fucking reported me to the deans.” Since Matias Crespo declined to participate in
this investigation this statement is misleading.
Information from Witnesses
Susan told Eman Al-Ali about an argument that ensued between her and John during a bus trip.
Susan had forgotten to bring her birth control pills and, even though she could have easily taken the
pill when she returned to campus the same day, John became angry and made her get off the bus to
take the pill right away. Eman recalls neither when Susan told her about this incident nor when
Susan alleged that it occurred. Eman’s information amounts to nothing greater than a simple
recitation of Susan’s side of the story.
Carolina Hernandez, a rising senior at University of Pennsylvania, was mentored by Susan when
they were in high school together in Texas. They remain close.
In October of 2014, Susan sent Carolina a text message, stating that she needed to get away, and
asking if she could stay with her in Philadelphia. At this point Carolina only knew that Susan was
dating John, but did not know anything about their relationship. Susan further texted that she didn’t
feel safe because her boyfriend was being abusive and getting very physical with her. The two of
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them exchanged between 10 to 15 text messages about this particular incident.6 Susan’s text
messages alarmed Carolina because Susan was not usually this emotional. “She’s not one to over
exaggerate things,” Carolina stated, so this exchange, “really raised a red flag.” Carolina believes
that Susan flew to Houston instead of coming to Philadelphia. She does not know why Susan
changed her mind but suspects that Susan was “extremely freaked out or just scared to the point”
that she needed to go home. Upon hearing about Susan’s decision not to visit her, Carolina texted
her, asked if everything was okay, and Susan responded, “Not really but I’m getting myself out of
the situation.” First, Susan herself never claimed I had ever gotten physical with her. Carolina’s
recollection of a conversation she had with Susan two years ago suffers distortion. Second, the
claim that Susan was not usually this emotional nor was she not one to over exaggerate things is
belied by this entire investigation and how each and every claim she has made is not supported
by the facts. Third, it is important to note the type of relationship Carolina has with Susan. A
mentoring type of relationship lends itself to the mentee viewing the mentor in the greatest, most
sympathetic light. Fourth, Carolina’s information amounts to nothing greater than a simple
recitation of Susan’s side of the story.
Dean Rosanna Reyes. On Sunday, October 5, 2014, Susan notified Dean Bolton by email that she
needed to go home for at least a week because of a problem with her boyfriend. Exhibit B to 9/13/16
Report. Dean Bolton forwarded that communication to Dean Reyes, who followed up with Susan
by phone that same day. Susan told Dean Reyes that she had gotten into a “really bad argument” with
John and “felt like she needed to get away.” By the time Dean Reyes spoke to Susan, she had already
booked her flight from New York to Texas, where her family lives, and was getting on a bus headed
for New York. To Dean Reyes’s knowledge, Susan did not end up going home, and stayed with a
friend in New York City instead. Susan met with Dean Reyes in person on October 23, 2014 to
discuss what had prompted her to leave campus. Susan cried and appeared to feel embarrassed about
the situation. She told Dean Reyes that she “couldn’t understand how it got this bad and why she just
couldn’t leave [John].” The next time Susan met with Dean Reyes was on December 9, 2014. Susan
ignored several of Dean Reyes’s requests to meet, which concerned Dean Reyes, particularly
because Dean Bolton had informed her that Susan had shared her suspicions that John was
monitoring her emails. Investigation and adjudication of Title IX Complaints must, by federal
law, be impartial proceedings. Dean Reyes, as an agent of the College, is not an impartial witness
and never should have been interviewed. In any case, Dean Reyes’ information amounts to
nothing greater than a simple recitation of Susan’s side of the story. The hearing panel should
disregard any and all statements made by Dean Reyes.
Alleged Policy Violation
Susan alleges that John manipulated her into canceling her flight to Houston and, ultimately isolated
her from her friends and family. She believes that this behavior amounted to a violation of the
Relationship Abuse policy. Susan recounted these events in a victim-playing person who lacks
agency. She is an adult and made the decision not to go to Houston on her own. The more
accurate version of events is that Susan booked the flight to Houston to get my attention, in an
effort to get me to beg her to return. A reconciliation does not amount to coercion. Besides, the
applicable policies are:
6

Carolina, who got a new phone after exchanging these text messages with Susan, no longer has access to them. Likewise,
Susan told the Investigator that she does not have any text messages dating back to 2014.
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Dating or Domestic Violence means conduct by a person who is or has been in a
relationship of a romantic or intimate nature with the victim, which involves physical
harm to the victim; attempting or threatening to physically harm the victim; making the
victim fear that physical harm is going to happen; or threatening, pressuring or forcing
the victim to engage in sexual activity (relevant to events up to October 2015);
and
Stalking refers to a pattern of conduct directed at a specific person that would cause a
reasonable person to feel fear, or to fear for the health or safety of a person they are close
to, such as a friend or family member.
Besides, the College’s 2015-2016 policy on Relationship Abuse defines it as the use of physical
force, coercion, threats, intimidation, isolation, or other forms of physical, or sexual abuse
toward a partner in a current or former personal, intimate relationship. Relationship abuse also
includes manipulation or other forms of emotional abuse if they have the effect of creating fear*,
isolation, or restriction of access to resources, education or work. (* In adjudication of cases,
behavior that would cause a reasonable person to feel fear will be interpreted as constituting
relationship abuse by this standard.) What Susan has alleged hardly amounts to “abuse” under
this definition and does not qualify by any stretch of the imagination.
E.

Alleged argument, physical altercation and lock-out on January 23, 2015
Susan’s First Interview

Susan and John were eating dinner together at Mission, and she was facing him, with her back to
the room. All of a sudden, an angry John stated, “I hate it when you look at me. I hate it.” At some
point later that night, John “got over it,” and started “playing around” with her, and grabbed her by
the arms and shook her. When she told John that he had hurt her, he became angry that she was
hurt. Following this argument, she went to a birthday party, and John did not come. When she
returned to their shared room at the end of the night, John had locked the door while he was inside,
knowing that she never carried keys. Susan could hear John watching TV inside their room, but he
wouldn’t answer the door when she knocked. She tried to use a hidden spare key, but it had putty on
it so she couldn’t unlock the door to access her room. She slept in a friend’s room the next two nights.
Matias Crespo, a mutual friend of Susan and John’s, reported John’s behavior to the Dean’s office.
Dean Reyes reached out to Susan, but she refused to talk to her because was “terrified” that John
would find out. 1) I do not recall ever “grabbing” Susan. If I, in fact, did touch her by the arms,
it was in a playful jostling manner. By her own account, Susan stated it was “playing around.”
2) Susan had absolutely no reason to be terrified nor is it likely that she actually was. As explained
throughout the Response to Report, Susan had a tendency to wildly exaggerate and this was yet
again another example.
John did not attend Susan’s birthday party, which occurred during the time period when they were
not speaking to each other.
John texted Susan two days after this incident, and they met for lunch, at which time he apologized
for his actions, explaining that he had acted irrationally because he had been hungry. They resumed
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living together.
John’s Second Interview
As to the argument in Mission that Susan described, John denies that he has ever told Susan that he
hated her. He further denies that he ever grabbed her by the arms or shook her.
John recalls that following an argument, Susan did not sleep in their shared room on two nights. On
the first night, Susan stayed in her friend’s room after attending a party that John did not attend. He
does not know why she stayed in her friend’s room on the second night. John doesn’t believe that
he locked the door to their room, but notes that if he did, it would not have prevented Susan from
accessing their room because the two kept a spare key hidden under the door frame. While
acknowledging that they used putty to hold the key, he stated that the putty came off very easily,
and would not have prevented Susan from using the key.
As Susan described, a few days later, John invited Susan to lunch while they were working together
at the hospital over Winter Study. At the time, they still were not talking, and he wanted to reconcile
with her. He denies that he apologized for anything, and doesn’t recall blaming the argument on him
being hungry.
Susan’s Second Interview
Following the dinner in Mission on January 23, 2015, Susan and John went back to their room, where
they continued to argue. Susan does not recall what they argued about: “I have no idea. I think it was
just me asking him why he was mad, and why he would get moody, and why he would always just
not give me a reason as to why.” After the argument, Susan decided to attend a friend’s birthday
party without John. Susan stated: “John got up, and we started talking, and started arguing, and he
grabbed me by the arms, and he started shaking me. And then his nail pinched me, so I started crying,
‘cuz I was just, like, upset, the fact that he was grabbing me, and at the fact that he had pinched me.
But he’s like, ‘Why do you have to make everything about yourself?’” 1) Notice the evolution of
Susan’s recollection between the first and second interviews. She massages her statements from
how originally I had gotten over the argument and it was then that I played around with her to we
allegedly were arguing and it was then that I allegedly grabbed her. 2) Regarding my alleged
question as to why she makes everything about herself, this is consistent with my theory about
Susan’s narcissism as developed in Exhibit C to the 9/24/16 Response to Report.
When Susan returned to her room after the party, she could not enter it because John had locked the
door.
Susan disputed John’s position that he did not lock her out of their shared room, or that he didn’t
know that she was attempting to access it. Matias Crespo was with her while she tried to use the
spare key that the parties hid above the doorframe, and must have heard the TV playing in the room,
signifying that John was in the room and ignoring Susan’s attempt to enter. Unable to get the putty
off the key, Matias suggested that Susan sleep in Giselle Trivino’s room. Neither Matias nor Susan
tried to call John because they knew that he was angry and believed that he wouldn’t respond to their
call. Again, Susan’s story does not add up. Television would have muted sounds coming from
outside the room. She didn’t even knock! She also admits that she also didn’t even try to call me.
To call this a forced, abusive lock out is beyond ridiculous.
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Giselle let Susan borrow clothes, and she slept in Giselle’s room that night. The next day, Charles
Chirinos, John’s neighbor, told Matias when John was going to be at work, so Matias took that
opportunity to enter the unlocked room to retrieve some of Susan’s belongings. That night (January
24, 2015) Susan stayed with another friend, Kelly Wall.
On January 25, 2015, Matias, who didn’t want Susan to return to the room she shared with John,
coordinated for Susan to stay in the room of a friend who was not on campus during Winter Study,
Jackie Rodriguez. That night, Matias contacted the Dean’s Office, and together, he and Susan told
Dean Dave Johnson about John’s mistreatment of her.
John’s Third Interview
John believes that following the argument during Winter Study argument, Susan did not sleep in
their room for two nights. He learned from Susan that she had stayed in Giselle Trivino’s room, but
was not aware that she also stayed in the rooms of Kelly Wall and Jackie Rodriguez.
If their mutual friend, Matias Crespo, accessed the room to collect some of Susan’s belongings, he
did not do so in front of John, and John had no knowledge of it.
Susan’s Third Interview
When asked whether she told anyone that John had grabbed, shook and pinched her, she said that
she told Matias and Giselle.
The Investigator asked Susan whether she and John ever replaced the key that couldn’t be used
because putty was stuck to it. She stated that they didn’t replace the key, but that later, she “spent
hours just taking it off . . . scraping it off, little by little.” NB: Susan belies her credibility even
further by claiming that she “spent hours just taking [the blue putty] off . . . scraping it off, little
by little.” It is impossible to believe that she spent hours doing that; therefore, it is impossible to
take this statement by Susan seriously. Blue putty is designed to be easily removable.
Information from Witnesses
Susan shared with Dean Reyes an occasion on which she and John had argued, and he either asked
Susan to leave their room or she left on her own and he locked her out. Because she didn’t have her
things, she had to stay with a friend. John then tried to get her to come back to their room, but she
refused. Dean Reyes believes that this incident occurred in October 2014, but is not confident about
this date, and it could have occurred in January 2015. Dean Reyes recalled that on January 24, 2015,
Susan emailed her, stating, “John is moving out. And I really can’t handle this anymore.” Exhibit
B to 9/13/16 Report. Dean Reyes believes that Susan sent this email after another argument with
John, when she felt like she could no longer share the same space with him. Dean Reyes advised
Susan about the process for getting John a new room. When Dean Reyes did not hear back from
Susan, she emailed her on February 12, 2015, suggesting that Susan meet with Meg Bossong for
advice and support. Susan replied the same day, “I would really just like to give this a rest. I’ve
realized I should keep my relationship to myself and talk to [V]ictor rather than other people.”
Exhibit B to 9/13/16 Report. I did commence the process of getting assigned to a new room. As
stated above, under Title IX, “A school’s investigation and hearing processes cannot be equitable
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unless they are impartial.” Office for Civil Rights Dear Colleague Letter of 2011. Therefore, the
Hearing Panel should disregard all information provided by Dean Reyes. In any case, Dean
Reyes’ information amounts to nothing greater than a simple recitation of Susan’s side of the
story.
Susan told Eman Al-Ali that on one occasion John had locked her out of their shared room, and she
had to sleep elsewhere. Eman’s information amounts to nothing greater than a simple recitation
of Susan’s side of the story.
Susan told Theo Pippins that in January 2015, she was frustrated with John and couldn’t take his
verbal abuse anymore, so she stayed in a friend’s room. Susan stated that she intended to break up
with John and was taking steps to separate herself from him. She then requested that Dean Bolton
reassign her to a different room. 1) Susan was referring to how I allegedly asked her why she has
to make everything about herself. Such a question hardly arises to the level of “verbal abuse.” In
any case, the College’s policy was limited at the time to:
Dating or Domestic Violence means conduct by a person who is or has been in a
relationship of a romantic or intimate nature with the victim, which involves physical harm
to the victim; attempting or threatening to physically harm the victim; making the victim
fear that physical harm is going to happen; or threatening, pressuring or forcing the victim
to engage in sexual activity.
2) Theo’s information amounts to nothing greater than a simple recitation of Susan’s side of the
story. Notice that, if accurate, Susan stated that she asked the Dean to assign her a new room,
when actually I was planning on leaving and I (not Susan) was to get reassigned to a different
room.
Alleged policy violation(s)
Susan alleges that John restricted her access to their shared room by locking the door, and then
refusing to open it for her. Susan also believes that John locked her out because he was jealous that
she wanted to spend time with her friends. She believes this conduct amounts to a violation of the
Relationship Abuse policy. Susan alleged neither any fact that supports her claim that I refused
to open the door for her nor any fact that I exhibited any jealousy that night. In actuality, her
description of events demonstrate that she didn’t even attempt to get my attention to open the door,
no knocking, no phone calls. Again, her story does not add up. Further, the incorrect policy has
been applied here, again. Only the Dating or Domestic Policy and Stalking Policies were in effect.
Susan also alleges that John grabbed her, shook her, and pinched her skin with his nails during an argument,
which she believes amounts to a violation of the Dating or Domestic Violence policy in effect during the
2014-2015 academic year. By Susan’s own initial account, at some point later that night, not while

arguing, [I] “’got over it,’ and started ‘playing around’ with her, and grabbed her by the arms and
shook her.” This first version of the story is the most believable, as it is closest in time to the event
and has not been massaged and manipulated into a more sympathetic scenario. This version paints
a picture of a playful jostle that inadvertently may have resulted in miniscule discomfort and
certainly not “physical harm.” No reasonable person would believe that such an instance amounts
to a violation of the Dating or Domestic Violence policy which stated,
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Dating or Domestic Violence means conduct by a person who is or has been in a
relationship of a romantic or intimate nature with the victim, which involves physical harm
to the victim; attempting or threatening to physically harm the victim; making the victim
fear that physical harm is going to happen; or threatening, pressuring or forcing the victim
to engage in sexual activity.
Besides, the College’s 2015-2016 policy on Relationship Abuse defines it as the use of physical
force, coercion, threats, intimidation, isolation, or other forms of physical, or sexual abuse
toward a partner in a current or former personal, intimate relationship. Relationship abuse also
includes manipulation or other forms of emotional abuse if they have the effect of creating fear*,
isolation, or restriction of access to resources, education or work. (* In adjudication of cases,
behavior that would cause a reasonable person to feel fear will be interpreted as constituting
relationship abuse by this standard.) What Susan has alleged hardly amounts to “abuse” under
this definition and does not qualify by any stretch of the imagination.
NB: Susan accused me of being jealous during the alleged “lock out” incident without an iota of
evidence to such effect. It is extremely important to note that Susan was monitoring my Facebook
and Snapchat accounts during this time. In fact, as supported by the evidence in Exhibit D to the
9/24/16 Response to Report and cited below in the next section, she logged into my Snapchat
account on 12/30/15. This alleged “lock out” incident took place three weeks after that and two
days after she logged in to my facebook account.
F. John’s allegation that Susan accessed his Facebook and Snapchat accounts
without his permission in January 2015 and [December 2015 to] January
2016.
John’s First Interview
John’s sister, Lady Doe, told him that Susan had confided in her that she had “hacked” his Facebook
account to keep track of who his communications with other women. Susan implied to Lady that
she frequently accessed his Facebook account without permission. Lady told John about this during
a December 6, 2015 phone conversation. See Section IV(M) [of the 9/13/16 Report.]
In January 2016, John received a notification that his Snapchat account had been accessed from
Bolivar, Colombia, where Susan was spending the holidays with her family. Exhibit D to 9/24/16
Response to Report.
John denies that he gave Susan permission to access any of his social media accounts. He believes that
she was able to access them because she knew his Netflix password, which he also used for
Facebook and Snapchat.
Susan’s Second Interview
Susan denies that she attempted to access John’s Snapchat account when she was visiting family in
Colombia over the 2015/2016 winter break. Susan stated that she did not have access to John’s login
credentials, and that although he had entered his Netflix password into her computer and TV, she
didn’t know what the password was. Susan does not state the truth. I added an emailed notice that
I received from Snapchat informing me that someone had logged into my account from Bogota,
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Colombia on 12/30/2015 at 0:27:32 UTC. Exhibit D to 9/24/16 Response to Report.
Susan denies that she admitted to John’s sister, Lady, that she had hacked his Facebook account to
monitor his communications. She stated that on one occasion in 2014, John left his Facebook open,
and she discovered that he was communicating with other women. When Susan told Lady about
this, Lady became angry at John for talking to other girls while he was in a relationship with Susan.
John’s Third Interview
Prior to John’s third interview, he provided the Investigator with a January 22, 2015 screenshot of
a text exchange that Susan had had with his sister, Lady Doe. In that communication, Susan shared
with Lady a screenshot of a Facebook conversation that John had had with another woman on
January 19, 2015. Exhibit C to 9/13/16 Report. John learned of this incident from Lady a few
weeks after it occurred. He surmises that this was only one of many instances in which Susan
accessed his social media without permission. Ms. Kurker’s presentation of the events in the order
she reported is misleading. The section above regarding the events of January 23, 2015 followed
the text exchange Susan had with my sister. This is important because what actually happened
was that Susan had been monitoring my social media accounts for the few weeks leading up to
that night. The more plausible version of events is because Susan saw what she did a day or so
before her birthday party, she became extremely jealous, possessive, and angry. Her entire claim
regarding this time constitutes “projection-denial” and blame of me for something she actually
felt.
John does not believe that Susan was able to access his Facebook account because he left it open. He
stated the he usually accessed Facebook through his phone, which locks as soon as the screen turns
off. He rarely accessed Facebook through his computer, and when he did, the screen locked two
minutes after the computer was idle.
Susan’s Third Interview
Susan acknowledged that her Facebook exchange with Lady could have occurred January 2015.
She found John’s Facebook messages with another woman when she accessed his account on his
computer, and sent screenshots of their chat to Lady Doe. Exhibit C to 9/13/16 Report. She had the
password to John’s his computer because she regularly used it to print because it was the only
computer connected to the printer. Susan reasserted that she did not have John’s Facebook
password. She was able to access his Facebook account because he had not signed out of it.
Regarding Susan’s claim that she never monitored my social media accounts, this, once again,
is a misrepresentation of the truth. First, she outright lied to Ms. Kurker’s question of monitoring
my Snapchat account while she was in Colombia during December 2015. As demonstrated by
Exhibit D to the 9/24/16 Response to Report, Snapchat notified me of a suspicious login into my
account from an IP address in Bogota, Colombia. As I do not have any contacts or acquaintances
in the country and since Susan was there at the time, I am confident Susan hacked into my
account with the intention monitor my interactions with other people. Second, Susan fabricated
her assertion that she casually looked at my Facebook page while my computer was unattended.
Exhibit D of the 9/13/16 Report demonstrates Susan took various screenshots of a conversation
I was having with another woman and sent such screenshots to my sister, Lady Doe. Upon closer
examination of the exhibit, one can see that the conversations between Natasza Liv and I are
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screen-shotted directly from a phone. That is to say, Susan did not casually see this conversation
on my computer, but rather conscientiously logged onto my account on her iPhone and took
screenshots from her device. If that does not amount to surveillance, I honestly do not know what
does. Moreover, when asked by my sister how she managed to see this conversation, Susan
completely dodged the questions and asserted a complaint against me to my sister.
Information from Witnesses
Susan told Jackie Lee that she had accessed John’s Facebook account and discovered that he
had been communicating with another woman. Jackie does not remember whether Susan told
her how she was able to access John’s Facebook account.
Lady Doe, John’s older sister, had a close relationship with Susan while the parties were dating.
Lady recalls two occasions on which Susan admitted to her that she had “hack[ed] into his [social
media] accounts.” Following these admissions, Susan complained to Lady that John was
communicating with other women. The first occasion, according to Facebook messages she
exchanged with Susan, was in January 2015. Exhibit C to 9/13/16 Report. The second time was
in December 2015 or January 2016, when Susan was visiting her family in Colombia. Lady dropped
her off at the airport in New York, and thought everything between Susan and John was fine.
However, while Susan was in Colombia, Lady learned that the parties had had another argument
over the phone relating to her invasion of his privacy.
Alleged Policy Violation
John alleges that Susan violated his privacy by accessing his social media accounts without
permission. John believes that this incident amounts to a violation of the Stalking policy, which
prohibits “surveillance and other type of observation,” and was in effect during both the 2014- 2015
and 2015-2016 academic years. Moreover, John alleges that Susan’s conduct demonstrated her
extreme jealousy and amounted to a violation of the Relationship Abuse policy.
G. Zipcar incident in February 2015
Susan’s First Interview
On several occasions, John pressured Susan to use her Zipcar membership to take him to Albany to
get a haircut, which cost her about $50. He didn’t repay her, but she never objected because she
feared that he would get really angry. On one occasion, Susan planned to take John to get his haircut,
but the person who should have returned the Zipcar for her use had failed to do so. She stated: “[H]e
just got really angry at me and said it was my fault, and that I had one job, and that I couldn’t do
my one job correctly.”
John’s Second Interview
Although John and Susan on occasion went to Albany together, he always shared the Zipcar expense
and never got angry when she asked him to contribute. John likewise denies that he became angry
when a prior user returned the Zipcar late, and that he never insinuated that she had one job to do
and had not done it properly. “That doesn’t even make sense, because it wasn’t . . . her fault.” As
John recalled, Susan cancelled the Zipcar reservation because the car hadn’t been returned. They
rescheduled the Zipcar and went to Albany later that day.
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Susan’s Second Interview
Susan confided in her friend, Jackie Lee, about this incident, who described it as “ridiculous and
manipulative.” Jackie stated that Susan had not told her about an argument that she and I had
had about a Zipcar. Susan disputed John’s explanation that he would not have gotten angry with
her for something that was beyond her control. She stated, “He would always get mad at me for
things that were out of my control.” Actually, the roles were quite the reverse, as explained
throughout the 9/24/16 Response to Report and herein.
Information from Witnesses
Susan told Ava Atri that John wanted to get a haircut before the 100 Days Dance, and she had
reserved a Zipcar for him to drive to get his hair cut. Ava does not remember any details associated
with this event, other than that “there was a problem with the Zipcar and he got upset,” which ruined
Susan’s experience at the dance.
Jackie Lee stated that Susan had not told her about an argument that she and John had had
about a Zipcar.
Alleged policy violation
Susan alleges that John manipulated her by becoming upset and angry about the cancelled Zipcar
reservation, and therefore violated a provision of the Relationship Abuse policy that prohibits
threats and intimidation. I may have been upset that the car was not there but to blame her for
something not in her control is not something I would do.
She also alleges that John coerced her into spending money on him, and then refused to reimburse her,
which violated the provision of the Relationship Abuse policy that prohibits resource abuse. Again,
Susan provided no evidence that supports such a claim that she was not reimbursed the $50.00.
In fact, I had advanced her the funds plus additional money for a total of $75.00 prior to the
haircut. When this kind of expense was anticipated, I often would provide “reimbursement”
ahead of time. Exhibit E to 9/24/16 Response to Report. In this exhibit, please also note the many
expenses that I paid for Susan. I bought her a gift certificate for a massage, took her out to eat
(Sushi Thai, Outback, Village Pizza, Subway, Tunnel City Café), and purchased items for her at
the Spring Street Market.
In any case, the incorrect policy was applied here, again. Only the Dating or Domestic Policy
and Stalking Policies were in effect. The Relationship Abuse policy did not take effect until
October 2015.
Besides, the College’s 2015-2016 policy on Relationship Abuse defines it as the use of physical
force, coercion, threats, intimidation, isolation, or other forms of physical, or sexual abuse
toward a partner in a current or former personal, intimate relationship. Relationship abuse also
includes manipulation or other forms of emotional abuse if they have the effect of creating fear*,
isolation, or restriction of access to resources, education or work. (* In adjudication of cases,
behavior that would cause a reasonable person to feel fear will be interpreted as constituting
relationship abuse by this standard.) What Susan has alleged hardly amounts to “abuse” under
this definition and does not qualify by any stretch of the imagination.
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H. Incident during the 100 Days Dance (on the same day as the Zipcar incident)
in February 2015
Susan’s First Interview
Susan brought John as her date to her 100 Days Dance. They had an argument, and she told him that
she wanted to leave the party because they weren’t enjoying it. John and Susan walked towards the
door, but as she walked out of it, he stayed at the door and said something like, “Oh, you can’t come
back in now.” (Susan stated that once a person left the dance, the College did not allow reentry.) At
the time that John tricked Susan into leaving the dance without him, he knew that she did not have
her phone or ID with her because he was holding them. Without these things, she was forced to sit
outside of her dorm (Dodd House) in 19-degree weather, in only a dress and heels, as she waited
about an hour for someone to come by to let her in to the building. She didn’t know how to reach
security. Eventually, someone who lived in her building saw her and let her inside. This person told
Susan that she looked purple; he put his jacket around her, and brought her to her room and turned
on the bathtub. He stated words to the effect of, “You don’t deserve this. You don’t have your
phone. You don’t have your ID.” When John returned later that night, he went to bed without
mentioning what had happened. It is impossible to believe that Susan did not know how to reach
security. She was not new to the campus and there are Call Boxes in front of every dorm building.
She could have called security or walked to the Campus Safety and Security Office.
John’s Second Interview
John and Susan argued at the dance (he doesn’t recall what about), and were not spending time
together. At a certain point, John noticed that Susan had left the party, and he stayed. John denied
knowing that Susan did not have her phone or ID, noting that she typically carried both with her
(“She needs her ID for everything, regardless of if she’s wearing a party outfit or not.”)
John did not consider whether Susan would be able to access their shared room. However, she later
told him that she waited outside of Dodd until someone swiped her into the dorm. He does not recall
Susan being angry about this.
Susan’s Second Interview
Susan waited outside of Dodd House rather than looking for someone to let her into the
building because she expected that someone would come by sooner than the one hour she
waited. Susan did not [want to] walk to Campus Safety and Security (“CSS”) because her feet hurt
from the high heels she was wearing, and it was too cold to walk barefoot. Campus Safety and
Security (“CSS”) was located a two minute walk away. [CSS escorts a student who has been
locked out to his or her room and opens it for the student.]
Information from Witnesses
Owen Kay, a rising senior at the College, lived in Dodd during his sophomore year, when the
parties shared a room there. Owen recalls one night in the late winter or early spring of 2015 when
he encountered a woman, who he later learned was Susan, sitting on the steps by the building,
wearing only a dress. He did not know Susan before meeting her on that occasion, and has not
interacted with her since. She appeared to be crying and her skin looked purplish-blue. She did not
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say anything to him as he came up to the door, so Owen asked her if she wanted to be let in, and
she said yes. When they walked inside, she told him that she saw her boyfriend cheating on her
at the dance, and that she had tried to return to the room they shared, but her boyfriend had her
phone, keys, and ID, so she could not get into the building. They stood in the lobby and spoke for
about 10 to 15 minutes, though he does not remember any other details about why she was upset.
He remembers that he put his fleece on her and held her hands to warm them. He then walked her
back to her room, and she told him that she would be taking a warm bath. At the dance, I ran into
a female friend and gave her a hug in front of Susan. As soon as I turned back to Susan, before
I could even introduce them to each other, Susan said to me, “Why did you have to hug her?”
Owen was a neutral observer and presents the basic elements of the most plausible version of
events, which was that Susan left the party in a huff without asking me for her ID.
Jackie Lee recalls that approximately one or two weeks after the 100 Days Dance, Susan told her
about an incident that occurred at the dance. According to Susan, she and John were arguing and she
wanted to leave while he wanted to stay at the dance. John opened the door to make her leave, and
Susan walked out, thinking that John would follow her. However, John closed the door behind her,
and she could not get back into the dance because John had her ID. Susan walked home in the cold,
and waited outside her dormitory until someone opened the door for her. Jackie’s information
amounts to nothing greater than a simple recitation of Susan’s side of the story.
Alleged Policy Violation
Susan alleges that by manipulating her into leaving the dance alone, John effectively denied her
entry to their shared room, which violated the Relationship Abuse policy. Susan here again
demonstrates her tendency to blame me for things that are under her own control and not mine.
The incorrect policy was applied here, again. Only the Dating or Domestic Policy and Stalking
Policies were in effect. The Relationship Abuse policy did not take effect until October 2015.
Besides, the College’s 2015-2016 policy on Relationship Abuse defines it as the use of physical
force, coercion, threats, intimidation, isolation, or other forms of physical, or sexual abuse
toward a partner in a current or former personal, intimate relationship. Relationship abuse also
includes manipulation or other forms of emotional abuse if they have the effect of creating fear*,
isolation, or restriction of access to resources, education or work. (* In adjudication of cases,
behavior that would cause a reasonable person to feel fear will be interpreted as constituting
relationship abuse by this standard.) What Susan has alleged hardly amounts to “abuse” under
this definition and does not qualify by any stretch of the imagination.
I. Incident involving possession of alcohol during a Ritmo party in March 2015
Susan’s First Interview
John was the social chair of Ritmo Latino, which made him responsible for collecting money to buy
alcohol for parties. John often made Susan pay for the alcohol with her credit card (ostensibly,
because students had not paid him), and he became angry with her when she asked him to repay
her. He said, “Here’s your money so you can stop bitching about it.” She became afraid to ask him
to repay her, so she stopped asking.
During the spring of 2015, John purchased alcohol on behalf of Ritmo, and the group was later
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caught with two handles of alcohol. John, who had faced disciplinary sanctions for an incident that
occurred when he was a freshman, told Susan that she needed to take responsibility for buying the
alcohol because he might be expelled if the College learned that he had purchased the alcohol. John
coerced Susan into making a report with CSS that she was the person who bought and transported
the alcohol – even though she hadn’t bought the alcohol, wasn’t at the party, and hadn’t even been
invited to it.
John’s Second Interview
John acknowledged that sometime around March 2015, he bought the alcohol for a Ritmo party, and
that CSS confiscated it before anyone consumed it. The next morning, John told Susan about what
had happened, and because she knew that he had a prior disciplinary record, she volunteered to take
the blame for it. John tried to convince her not to do so, but she insisted. He stated, “I in no way
pressured her to do that. She wanted to do that.” Evidence throughout the 9/24/16 Response to
Report and its Exhibits demonstrates that Susan exhibited a caregiving nature towards me. My
statement that she wanted to help me falls squarely within the evidence.
Once or twice, Susan purchased alcohol for him on her credit card, but John always repaid her. He
denies that he gave her a hard time about repaying her, or that he said, “Here’s your money so you
can stop bitching about it,” as Susan alleged.
Susan’s Second Interview
Susan stated that she saw John at a party shortly after he had been caught with the alcohol that he
had bought for Ritmo. He complained to her that the College was going to expel him because he
had a prior disciplinary infraction. The next morning, John manipulated Susan into agreeing to tell
the College that she had purchased the alcohol so he wouldn’t be expelled.
She disputes that she offered to take responsibility to help John: “Why would anyone volunteer to
do that, especially when I was applying for jobs at the time, and that I was applying for jobs at the
College at the time. Why would I put myself in that situation voluntarily?” Even if I did ask her to
do it, which I didn’t, she did not have to anything she did not want to do.
Information from Witnesses
Naomi Fields, class of 2015, was in the Kusika dance group with Susan for four years. She does
not know John personally. Susan told Naomi that John asked her to purchase alcohol for a Ritmo
party, and to take responsibility when he got caught because he already had a disciplinary infraction.
Naomi is not aware whether John pressured Susan to take the blame for providing the alcohol or if
she volunteered to do it. Susan further told Naomi that John did not pay her back for the alcohol.
Susan told Ava Atri that she took the blame for buying alcohol for the Ritmo party because
she didn’t want John to get in trouble. Ava does not recall whether Susan told her that she
had volunteered to do this or whether John had pressured her into it.
Theo Pippins recalls Susan telling him that she took responsibility for purchasing alcohol for a
Ritmo party, and that John did not reimburse her. Whenever Susan would ask John to repay her for
things, he would get upset with her. Theo is not sure if Susan offered to take responsibility or
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whether John forced her to do so.
Jackie Lee recalls that in March 2015, Susan told her that John “guilted her” into taking the blame
for providing alcohol for a Ritmo party. According to Susan, John said he would get in trouble and
might even be expelled if he was found responsible for purchasing the alcohol. Jackie’s
information amounts to nothing greater than a simple recitation of Susan’s side of the story.
Dean Reyes recalls Susan mentioning that she took responsibility for purchasing alcohol for a party
so that John would not get in trouble with the College. Susan felt like she had no choice but to take
the blame because John told her that due to a prior disciplinary issue, the College might expel him
for this violation. Susan may have felt like she had no choice, but that is because she felt a sense
of responsibility towards me based on overly caring codependency. To repeat, investigation and
adjudication of Title IX Complaints must, by federal law, be impartial proceedings. Dean Reyes,
as an agent of the College, is not an impartial witness and never should have been interviewed.
In any case, Dean Reyes’ information amounts to nothing greater than a simple recitation of
Susan’s side of the story. The hearing panel should disregard any and all statements made by
Dean Reyes.
Alleged Policy Violation
Susan alleges that John violated the Relationship Abuse policy by coercing her to take the blame for
the purchasing alcohol for the Ritmo party. Susan felt like she had no other choice because John
told her he would be expelled if he was found responsible for purchasing the alcohol.
Susan recounted these events in her typical fashion as a victim-playing person who lacks agency
(some people call it “infantilization” and a number of scholars believe that this phenomenon,
now known as a culture of victimhood, profoundly troubles elite academia, see Exhibit J to the
9/24/16 Response to Report). As evidenced in the Response to Report and its Exhibits and in the
aforecited bus incident, Susan frequently made statements blaming me for her own behavior, e.g.
“you drove me to this,” “he made me hit him,” etc.
Because someone wants the other person to do something (people in relationships do things FOR
each other), that doesn’t mean that there was any coercion. Coercion and manipulation involve
threats to do harm to the other person, not thanks for helping.
The incorrect policy was applied here, again. Only the Dating or Domestic Policy and Stalking
Policies were in effect. The Relationship Abuse policy did not take effect until October 2015.
Besides, the College’s 2015-2016 policy on Relationship Abuse defines it as the use of physical
force, coercion, threats, intimidation, isolation, or other forms of physical, or sexual abuse
toward a partner in a current or former personal, intimate relationship. Relationship abuse also
includes manipulation or other forms of emotional abuse if they have the effect of creating fear*,
isolation, or restriction of access to resources, education or work. (* In adjudication of cases,
behavior that would cause a reasonable person to feel fear will be interpreted as constituting
relationship abuse by this standard.) What Susan has alleged hardly amounts to “abuse” under
this definition and does not qualify by any stretch of the imagination.
J. Disputes involving money in August and September 2015
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Reimbursement for rent and other amenities
Susan’s First Interview
Following Susan’s graduation, she returned to Williamstown to work in the Alumni Relations
Office. John lived with her for a few weeks before classes started, and was angry that Susan’s
landlord made him pay $200 towards rent. He wanted Susan to pay for him to live with her, stating,
“You make more money than I do. Why should I have to pay anything?” After this, Susan felt like
she couldn’t ask John to contribute to shared expenses, like groceries, even though she cooked for
him several nights a week.
John’s Second Interview
When Susan’s landlord asked John to contribute $200 towards rent, he asked Susan to advance him
that money until his parents gave him his monthly stipend, and he repaid her once he had sufficient
funds. He denies that he said to her, “You make more money than I do. Why should I have to pay
for that?”
Susan’s Second Interview
Susan disputed that John only asked her to advance him the rent payment. “[He] would never ask
his parents for money, ‘cuz he was too embarrassed to. That’s not true.” When the Investigator told
Susan that John stated that his parents gave him a monthly stipend, meaning that he did not have to
ask them for money, she stated, “I don’t remember that.”
Information from Witnesses
Susan told Naomi Fields that she would often buy and prepare food for John, which placed a
financial strain on her. In response to Naomi’s suggestion that Susan ask to be reimbursed for such
expenses, Susan would brush it off and say that “he probably wouldn’t” pay her back. This
exchange demonstrates that Susan did not even ask to be reimbursed.
Susan told Theo Pippins that when she lived in an apartment while working for the College, she
spent the majority of her budgeted food allowance on John. John expected her to buy him certain
goods, and whenever she asked to be reimbursed, he argued with her. Theo’s information amounts
to nothing greater than a simple recitation of Susan’s side of the story.
Alleged Policy Violation
Susan alleges that by refusing to contribute to their shared expenses, and by manipulating her into
feeling guilty for asking him to reimburse her for their shared expenses, John’s conduct violated the
Relationship Abuse policy that prohibits resource abuse. What Susan actually alleged was that one
time I made her feel guilty. At no time did she ever ask me to reimburse her as Ms. Kurker stated
here. How can someone be responsible for not providing or said to have refused something that
has not been requested? In any case, Susan, again, misrepresented the facts. As stated elsewhere
herein, not only did we often share expenses, but I reimbursed her practically all the time, if not
every time. In fact, Susan often rejected my offers to reimburse her as evidenced in Exhibit F to
the 9/24/16 Response to Report. Furthermore, Susan invariably offered to cook for me as
evidenced in Exhibit G to the 9/24/16 Report.
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The incorrect policy has been applied here, again. Only the Dating or Domestic Policy and
Stalking Policies were in effect. The Relationship Abuse policy went into effect in October 2015.
Besides, the College’s 2015-2016 policy on Relationship Abuse defines it as the use of physical
force, coercion, threats, intimidation, isolation, or other forms of physical, or sexual abuse
toward a partner in a current or former personal, intimate relationship. Relationship abuse also
includes manipulation or other forms of emotional abuse if they have the effect of creating fear*,
isolation, or restriction of access to resources, education or work. (* In adjudication of cases,
behavior that would cause a reasonable person to feel fear will be interpreted as constituting
relationship abuse by this standard.) What Susan has alleged hardly amounts to “abuse” under
this definition and does not qualify by any stretch of the imagination.
Reimbursement for purchase of iPad mini
Susan’s First Interview
Susan bought John an Amazon tablet for his birthday, which was on August 30th. John thought that
the one she bought him was too small, so he insisted that she return it and order two other tablets
for comparison. He didn’t like any of the three tablets that she had purchased for him, and so she
ended up returning all three. John then told Susan that he wanted an iPad mini, which cost more than
she wanted to spend. She worried that if she didn’t buy the iPad mini, John would say something
like, “You don’t love me. You never did.” It was actually Susan who used guilt to manipulate my
behavior, though I do not believe that that would constitute “abuse.” Evidence of her “guilttripping” behavior may be found throughout the 9/24/16 Response to Report and its Exhibits.
John’s Second Interview
Susan had decided to buy John a Kindle tablet for his birthday. When it arrived, both she and John
were unsure whether the screen was big enough, so she offered to return the first tablet and buy one
with a bigger screen. When that arrived, he was still “indecisive” about it. John, who had been using
Susan’s iPad mini, decided that was the device that he wanted. Because Susan had set a budget of
about $150 to spend on his gift, he paid her the difference between what she had planned to spend
and the cost of the iPad. This transfer of $160.45 to Susan is reflected on his September 2015 bank
statement. Exhibit D to 9/13/16 Report.
Susan’s Second Interview
Susan acknowledged that John may have paid for part of the difference between the cost of a
tablet and the iPad mini.
However, John also made Susan buy and return several tablets, such that she had charges for
multiple devices on her credit card, and she had to go through the trouble of returning the tablets he
didn’t like. She explained, “The point is [what] he made me go through, he was dissatisfied with
the gift.” Susan’s purchases of three Amazon Kindle devices, using a gift card, are reflected in
Susan’s Amazon receipts. Exhibit E to 9/13/16 Report.
Regarding Susan’s claim that I made her return the various tablets she purchased and that I was
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dissatisfied with the gift, this account is far from the truth. Susan whole-heartedly purchased
the various tablets to allow me to choose which I liked best. In fact, I repeatedly asked her not to
purchase the second tablet until after she was reimbursed for her first purchase from Amazon.
However, Susan ignored my request and purchased the second tablet. After much consideration,
I opted for an iPad mini. Susan, at the time, was more than happy to return her purchases from
Amazon. Hence, Susan’s assertions to Ms. Kurker that I made her return the various tablets to
my dissatisfaction are misrepresentations of reality, in yet another effort to paint me in the worst
light.
In an email that followed this interview, Susan sent the Investigator her bank statements and Apple
order receipt, and noted that John’s transfer of money to her dated September 11, 2015 for
$160.45, which he said was towards the cost of the iPad, was actually a transfer to reimburse her
for things that they bought at Walmart on September 8, 2015.7 Exhibit E to 9/13/16 Report. She
noted that John’s transfer of $160.45 did not coincide with her purchase of the iPad several weeks
later, on September 29, 2015. Exhibits E and F to 9/13/16 Report.
John’s Third Interview
The Investigator asked John to respond to Susan’s contention that John’s September 8, 2015 bank
statement showing a transfer to Susan could not have been for partial payment of an iPad because
she did not buy the iPad until weeks later, on September 29, 2015. Exhibits E and F to 9/13/16
Report. John transferred the money to Susan two to three weeks in advance of her purchase of the
iPad and the transfer reached her account on September 11, 2015. Exhibit D to 9/13/16 Report.
Susan had planned to purchase the iPad earlier, but it took her several weeks to resolve a problem
with an Apple gift card she was using, such that the purchase date was several weeks later than she
had anticipated. He also denied that the money transfer was for items that they had bought at
Walmart: “That’s just an insane amount of money for me to be buying at one, in one purchase at
Walmart.”
Susan’s Third Interview
Susan responded to John’s contention that he would never spend such a large sum of money at
Walmart. She recalls that because it was the beginning of the semester he bought “a lot of big
items,” including an ottoman and food. She no longer has the Walmart receipt of her September 8,
2015 purchases.
Information from Witnesses
Susan told Jackie Lee that she bought John several tablets, but that he wanted her to get an iPad
mini instead. Jackie does not recall what Susan said about this incident, but thinks it had something
to do with John not reimbursing her for it. Jackie’s information amounts to nothing greater than
a simple recitation of Susan’s side of the story.
Alleged Policy Violation
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Susan alleges that John pressured her to spend more money on a gift than she wanted to spend,
which violated the Relationship Abuse policy that prohibits resource abuse.
Besides, the College’s 2015-2016 policy on Relationship Abuse defines it as the use of physical
force, coercion, threats, intimidation, isolation, or other forms of physical, or sexual abuse
toward a partner in a current or former personal, intimate relationship. Relationship abuse also
includes manipulation or other forms of emotional abuse if they have the effect of creating fear*,
isolation, or restriction of access to resources, education or work. (* In adjudication of cases,
behavior that would cause a reasonable person to feel fear will be interpreted as constituting
relationship abuse by this standard.) What Susan has alleged hardly amounts to “abuse” under
this definition and does not qualify by any stretch of the imagination.
K. Incident during First Chance Dance in November 2015
Susan’s First Interview
John took Susan as his date to the First Chance Dance. At the dance, some of Susan’s friends said,
“Oh, is this the dress that you told me about? It’s really cute.” At this, John became angry and
accused Susan of planning to spend the night of the dance with her friends instead of him. He told
her, “I’m gonna go grab my coat and I’m gonna leave, and you’re not gonna follow me home, and
you’re gonna grab your car keys and your coat, and you’re gonna go home.” Later, Susan’s friends
texted her, asking where she was, and letting her know that John had returned to the dance. John
didn’t talk to Susan for several days, but then showed up at her house at 3 a.m. and entered her
unlocked apartment while she slept, and made an excuse like, “Sorry, I was hungry.”
John’s Second Interview
While John recalls that he and Susan had an argument at the dance, he denies that it was because he
was jealous that she wanted to spend time with her friends. Rather, he stated that she became angry
at him because she wanted them to dance together, and he did not want to do so. I also recall that
I had engaged in conversation with another woman and it must have been that that had ignited
an argument.
Following this argument, John told Susan that he was going to leave the party, and he did so. Once
he left, he noticed that he had her license, so he went back to the party, presuming that she would
be there. However, she wasn’t, so he again left the party and he later found Susan sitting in her car
outside of Paresky. He returned her license; he returned to his room and believes she also went
home.
Susan’s Second Interview
Susan disputes that she became angry at John because he did not want to dance with her. She stated
that Naomi Fields witnessed John walk away angry after she (Naomi) complimented Susan’s dress.
After John walked away angry, Susan waited for him outside the bathroom. They sat down and he
yelled at her to grab her coat and keys, and said, “You’re gonna drive home, and you’re not gonna
follow me home.” He also stated, “I can’t believe you made plans to be here with your little friends.
Don’t go telling your little friends about me and making me look bad.” Susan left the party and sat in
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her car crying and talking with Katherine Nunez for the next two hours.
Information from Witnesses
Katherine Nunez briefly interacted with Susan and John at the First Chance Dance in 2015, but it
quickly became clear to her that John “didn’t want [her] to be around them,” and “made it really
awkward” for Katherine, who left them alone. Approximately 30 minutes after this interaction,
Susan called Katherine from her car crying and complaining that John had “gotten mad at her for
talking to other people.” Katherine, who also was upset for other reasons, joined Susan in her car,
and a “hysterical” Susan told her that John had “gotten mad that she had shown people the dress that
she was planning on wearing” to the First Chance Dance. Susan appeared “really, really upset” and
they sat in her car “for a really long time” and cried. Katherine may have witnessed a disagreement
Susan and I were engaged in, which would have made it awkward for Katherine. However, the
context of the disagreement was not as described by Susan. I believe I had engaged in
conversation with another woman and it was that that had ignited an argument.
Naomi Fields did not attend the First Chance Dance in November 2015, but recalled that she
attended it in November 2014. She remembers remarking that Susan had a nice dress, and then
dancing with Susan. After a short while, she observed John and Susan arguing and departing the
dance together. Within the next few days to weeks, Susan told Naomi that she and John had argued
because he was unhappy that she was dancing with her friends instead of him. See above.
Alleged Policy Violation
Susan alleges that John forced her to leave the First Chance Dance because he had wrongly assumed
that she preferred to spend time with her friends at a dance where she was his guest. She believes
that this conduct violated the Relationship Abuse policy that prohibits exhibitions of extreme
jealousy. Again, Susan described no behavior conveying “force.” She did not have to leave or do
anything she did not want to do.
L. Susan’s allegation that John interfered with her work obligations and asked
her to write academic papers for him
Susan’s First Interview
As an Alumni Relations employee, Susan was tasked with meeting students, something she
described as “student-facing.” Sometimes, these meetings happened at places like Tunnel City, and
over the summer, at a golf tournament. In these situations, John would become angry and jealous
that she was not spending time with him, and he said things like, “Why aren’t you spending money
on me? Why do you have to meet with them?” He followed these statements with ones like, “Just
leave me alone so I don’t say mean things to you, or so I’m not mean to you.” Susan either avoided
her work obligations, or attended them, and later absorbed John’s anger towards her. Regarding
Susan’s claim that I said, “Just leave me alone so I don’t say mean things to you,” while I do not
recall that happening, if I did say that she must have been bothering me as evidenced in the “just
leave me alone.”
Beginning in the fall of 2015, John pressured Susan to write academic papers for him – not because
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he couldn’t do so himself – but because he wanted to do other things, like watch a basketball game.8
He would say things like, “If you do this, do this because you love me. If you don’t do this, you
don’t love me.” Susan would shirk work obligations to write and edit John’s papers out of fear that
he would be angry with her if she refused. Susan stated, “I felt bad about it, but then again, I would
do anything for him. Anything he asked me, I would do it for him. I don’t think it was out of
love. I think it was more out of not wanting to get him angry, just to appease him.” The fact that
Susan would go over and beyond to offer to do things for me, as evidenced herein, contradicts
her claim that she did things just to appease me.
John’s Second Interview
John denies that he was jealous of the time that Susan spent on her job, or that he complained that
she was spending time with, or money on, others.
Although John may have said something like, “Leave me alone so I don’t say mean things to you,”
he believes that Susan is misconstruing the context. He would have said this to deflate an argument,
and not as a threat.
John also denies that he asked Susan to demonstrate her love for him by writing his academic papers.
The only way in which she helped him was by editing papers for an upper-level Spanish class,
which was something that the professor permitted. He denies that he called her at work or pressured
her to help him on short notice.
Susan’s Second Interview
On one occasion, John pressured Susan to finish a paper that she was writing with him, even
though she had work obligations. Susan stated that she had recently uncovered communications
between the two of them that demonstrate that he asked her to work on his papers during her work
hours. Exhibit H(a) [to 9/13/16 Report].9 1) This exhibit actually demonstrates that Susan
initiated communications with me during her work hours as she begins the text conversation
on the day of October 7, 2015 at 9:00am. 2) Further, Susan actually initiates the discussion
about how my work on a paper is going. 3) Please note that at no time did Susan ever say that
she could not assist me or did not want to communicate during work hours. 4) Also, please
further note that no coercion, threats, manipulation, or other pressure is evidenced whatsoever.
Susan did not even describe any kind of pressure that falls under the College’s definition of
relationship abuse. 5) Again, Susan never had to do anything she did not want to do.
Information from Witnesses
Susan told Jackie Lee that she had written parts of an essay for John. She did not know why Susan
reported John to Dean Bolton or whether the College had disciplined John. 1) Jackie’s information
amounts to nothing greater than a simple recitation of Susan’s side of the story. 2) The issue of
Susan’s alleged paper writing has been addressed by the College, and this matter has been
8

Susan also alleges that John passed in as his own a paper she had written as a freshman in her Spanish Civil War
class. This allegation was determined by the College to be unsubstantiated. See p. 1-4 of 9/24/16 Response to Report
and Exhibit G to the 9/13/16 Report.
Because Susan has blocked John on her phone, his information (name, number) is reflected as “No Name.” Susan retrieved these
communications using a text extraction software. She did not have access to these at the time of the disciplinary hearing.
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resolved with a determination that I was not responsible for the claims alleged by Susan.
On October 13, 2015, Susan and Andrea Estrada went to Tunnel City, and while discussing Susan
and John’s relationship, Susan wrote a text to Andrea that stated, “I wrote a paper for him.” Exhibit
O [to 9/13/16 Report]. Susan wrote this in a text because she did not want to say it aloud because
they were in a public place. Andrea wrote an email to Dean Bolton about this on March 14, 2016,
and attached a screenshot of the text message. Exhibit O [to 9/13/16 Report]. Andrea saw the issue
of Susan writing papers for John as part of a larger concern she had about the daily things that Susan
did to take care of John. Susan had told Andrea that John often said things like, “If you love me,
you’ll do this.” 1) Andrea’s information amounts to nothing greater than a simple recitation of
Susan’s side of the story. 2) The issue of Susan’s alleged paper writing has been addressed by
the College, and this matter has been resolved with a determination that I was not responsible for
the claims alleged by Susan.
NB: March 14, 2016 was the day after my attorney sent Susan the cease and desist letter. Given
the time, it would appear that Susan put Andrea up to sending Dean Bolton the email that she
sent.
Susan told Ava Atri that she was writing academic papers for John. After Susan reported John to
the College, she gave Ava more specific details about how she was helping John. Susan stated words
to the effect of, “Yeah, I got, he got a higher grade than I did for the same paper from the same
teacher.” 1) Ava’s information amounts to nothing greater than a simple recitation of Susan’s
side of the story. 2) The issue of Susan’s alleged paper writing has been addressed by the College,
and this matter has been resolved with a determination that I was not responsible for the claims
alleged by Susan.
Katherine Nunez stated that she and Susan exchanged text messages in which Susan told Katherine
that John had asked her to write a paper for him, and Katherine told Susan not to do it.10 1)
Katherine’s information amounts to nothing greater than a simple recitation of Susan’s side of
the story. 2) The issue of Susan’s alleged paper writing has been addressed by the College, and
this matter has been resolved with a determination that I was not responsible for the claims
alleged by Susan.
Theo Pippins stated that prior to the December 5, 2015 argument, Susan frequently confided in
him that she had helped him with school assignments, and that “he'd ask her to write certain things
for him based on time constraints.” Following the December 5th argument (see below), Susan told
Theo that on one occasion, John copied a paper that she had previously written. 1) Theo’s
information amounts to nothing greater than a simple recitation of Susan’s side of the story. 2)
The issue of Susan’s alleged paper writing has been addressed by the College, and this matter
has been resolved with a determination that I was not responsible for the claims alleged by Susan.
Elanie Wilson stated that when she met with Susan in July 2016, Susan told her that John made her
write papers for him. Elanie does not recall any other details about this allegation, other than having
the impression that Susan felt like she had no choice at the time. During the same meeting, Susan
10
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confided in Elanie that her relationship with John distracted her from focusing on her job. 1) Elanie’s
information amounts to nothing greater than a simple recitation of Susan’s side of the story. 2)
The issue of Susan’s alleged paper writing has been addressed by the College, and this matter
has been resolved with a determination that I was not responsible for the claims alleged by Susan.
Alleged Policy Violation
Susan alleges that John coerced her into writing papers for him and pressured her to do this during her work
hours. She believes that this conduct violated the College’s Relationship Abuse policy. 1) Susan has

demonstrated no coercion on my part whatsoever. 2) The issue of Susan’s alleged paper writing
has been addressed by the College, and this matter has been resolved with a determination that I
was not responsible for the claims alleged by Susan.
Besides, the College’s 2015-2016 policy on Relationship Abuse defines it as the use of physical
force, coercion, threats, intimidation, isolation, or other forms of physical, or sexual abuse
toward a partner in a current or former personal, intimate relationship. Relationship abuse also
includes manipulation or other forms of emotional abuse if they have the effect of creating fear*,
isolation, or restriction of access to resources, education or work. (* In adjudication of cases,
behavior that would cause a reasonable person to feel fear will be interpreted as constituting
relationship abuse by this standard.) What Susan has alleged hardly amounts to “abuse” under
this definition and does not qualify by any stretch of the imagination.
M. John’s allegation that Susan slapped him on December 5, 2015
John’s First Interview
Following John’s December 5th dance performance, he attended an after-party in Greylock, where
he saw Susan, who was at the party with her friend, Katherine Nuñez. John was confused at seeing
Susan because she, as an employee of the College, should not have been attending a student party.
Susan appeared to have been drinking: her pupils were dilated, her eyes were watery, her speech
was slurred.
Susan approached John and interrupted him as he was talking and dancing with Jacqueline Lane; she
seemed frustrated and angry that he had been dancing with a woman other than her. John was
hesitant to dance with Susan because he knew she could get in trouble if the College were to
discover that she was at a student party, and so he suggested that they leave together. For reasons
that John doesn’t precisely understand, Susan became angry when he suggested they leave together
– perhaps because she wanted to party with him on campus.
They left Greylock and while walking, the argument escalated, and Susan accused John of not
spending enough time with her, and she asked him why he asked her to work at the College to be
close to him, if he didn’t want to spend time with her. John told Susan, as he had before, that she
should not have stayed at Williams on his account. When John told Susan that he wanted to go to
his room in Hubble, she stated that she also wanted to go home. So, they walked together, since
Susan’s apartment was on the way to John’s dorm.
While walking, Susan continued to instigate arguments with John about why he had convinced her
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to stay on campus if he didn’t want to be with her. John told Susan that she was being immature
and should let it go. When they were standing in front of the Bernhardt Music Center, John said,
“Honestly, right now I just wanna leave, and it’s over for me right now. I just wanna go back home.”
At hearing this, Susan slapped John’s left cheek, with some force, although he wouldn’t describe it
as a hard hit, and it didn’t leave a mark. John asked, “How could you have hit me?” and he walked
toward Hubble, and asked Susan to leave him alone. Near the Hollander parking lot, Susan ran in
front of John and tried to physically stop him from walking away from her. She continued to do this
until they were near the parking lot outside of Dodd Circle. At this point, Susan stated that she
wanted to go home, and John used his ID to swipe her into Dodd, where Susan had left her keys in
Katherine Nuñez’s room. Katherine’s room was locked, and John said to her, “I’m just gonna go
home now. It’d be best if you just probably walked home.” At this, Susan became very angry, and
took John’s phone from his hand in an attempt to keep him engaged in conversation with her. When
John asked Susan to return his phone, she refused, and again stood in front of him, blocking him
from leaving. John threatened to report her to security if she did not let him leave, and then started
walking towards security. Susan began running towards her house, his phone still in her hands.
John returned to Hubble.
The next day, John awoke to two Facebook messages: one from his sister, who expressed concern for
him, because Susan had called her following the prior night’s argument. The second was a thread
from Susan, first at 1:35 a.m., that stated, “Do you want your phone back. Come get it.” Exhibits I
and J [to 9/13/16 Report]. At 5:49 a.m., Susan wrote a second Facebook message:
I hope you know that I can’t forgive you for driving me to this point, and for everything
negative you think about me. All I ever wanted for you was the best, and literally all I ever
wanted was to dance with you, if that’s too much to ask. But now you’ve said [] all your
disdain towards me, and there isn’t anything in this world you can do to heal the wound
you’ve made in me tonight, nothing. I’ve been too forgiving towards you, and I’ve let so
much slide. I’m sorry you think I’m worthless. Exhibit I [to 9/13/16 Report]. Actually,
it was me who let “so much slide” and it was she who harbored resentments and “insult
collected” over the span of the relationship.
At 10:06 a.m. Susan wrote again, “Come get your phone. I need to talk to you. John I did something
bad... I’m sorry.” Exhibit I [to 9/13/16 Report]. When John arrived at Susan’s house to retrieve
his phone, Susan told him that she had reported him for plagiarism to Dean Bolton, but that she would
let Dean Bolton know that her earlier report had not been true. John stayed with Susan for about an
hour to support her because she was very upset.
After John returned from Susan’s, he called his sister, Lady Doe. She reported that the prior night,
Susan had called her in an emotionally distressed state. Susan told Lady that “she was hurting very
badly, emotionally, and that she just wanted to kill herself.” Lady told John that she was very
concerned about Susan, and stayed on the phone with her until she was calm. During this call, Susan
told Lady many times that she wanted to kill herself.
Susan’s First Interview
Susan’s friend, Katherine Nuñez, invited her to a campus party that John was attending. She and
John danced together at the party, then he left, and when he returned, she asked whether he wanted
to salsa dance with him. He stated, “Oh, no, sorry. I already asked Jackie [Lane] to dance with me.
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Go find someone else to dance with.” Susan found this very hurtful, since they were dating each
other. Later at the party, John accused Susan of trying to take his phone out of his pocket, and told
her, “We’re gonna leave this party right now,” and led her out before she had the opportunity to find
her jacket.
As they walked towards Dodd House, where Susan had left her phone and keys in Katherine’s room,
John cursed at Susan and said mean things like that she was stupid and that the only reason she was
working at Williams was because she couldn’t get a job anywhere else. Susan explained how this
argument escalated:
I just kept begging him to please stop, and he was just like, “Fuck you,” and all these things.
And then I was like, “Please stop.” And I was just crying, and he wouldn’t stop, so I slapped
him, because he wouldn’t stop. And then he finally stopped. And he’s like, “I can’t believe
you just slapped me.”
After Susan slapped him, John walked Susan to Dodd, and together they tried to get her things from
Katherine’s room, but it was locked. Susan became upset that John was staring at his phone rather
than listening to her, so she grabbed it from him. He began berating her again. She tried to give
John’s phone back to him, but he wouldn’t take it, and left, telling her that he was going to report her
to security. Susan was extremely jealous that I was dancing with another woman and then angry
at me for not paying attention to her and we are supposed to believe that it was I who was
“berating” her? I wasn’t even paying attention to her except to tell her to go away and leave me
alone.
In her December 6th facebook message to me, Exhibit I to 9/13/16 Report, Susan wrote, “literally
all I ever wanted was to dance with you is that’s too much to ask?” indicating that I resisted and
refused to dance with her and indeed had rejected her advances, consistent with my account of the
events that night.
Crying, Susan called John’s sister, Lady, with whom she was very close, and told her about what had
just occurred. Lady stated, “I can’t believe you’re with him. Why don’t you break up with him?”
Lady had similarly expressed her family’s concerns about John’s treatment of her in a text message
conversation a few days earlier. Lady wrote that both John’s mother and she noticed that “John is
mean to you.” Exhibit P [to 9/13/16 Report]. These were concerns about me being very unhappy
with Susan, for good reason as described herein. “Being mean” likely referred to my withdrawal
from Susan.
John’s Second Interview
Although John does not know whether Williams prevents its employees from attending student
events, he believes this to be the case because a few months earlier, Susan had told him that she
was reluctant to attend a party at Rice House over Homecoming weekend because her work would
not allow it.
John denied that he said, “Go find someone else to dance with,” after he told Susan that he couldn’t
dance with her because he had already made plans to dance with Jacqueline.
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John denies that he led Susan out of the party after they had an argument about her grabbing for his
phone. Rather, he stated that he decided to leave the party because they were arguing, he wanted to
deescalate the situation, and that she followed him.
When they were walking from the party, Susan complained to John that he had pressured her to
accept the Alumni Relations position; that the only reason she had accepted it was to be close to
him; and that it was his fault that she was unhappy with her job. He told Susan that he never
pressured her. As their argument continued, he stated, “I’m completely done...I’m just gonna go
home. I’m done.” At this, Susan slapped his face. John denied that he called Susan stupid, cursed
at her, or that she asked him to stop being mean to her.
They argued outside of Katherine Nunez’s room because John was looking at his phone, and Susan
grabbed it from him. He told her that he was going to report her to campus security for hitting him
and taking his phone. Susan did not try to return his phone to him; if she had tried to return the
phone, he would have accepted it.
Susan’s Second Interview
Susan denied that she had consumed any alcohol on the night that they argued, and noted that in
fact, John was the one who was drunk.
Susan disputes that John asked her to leave him alone as he was walking towards Hubble, near the
Hollander parking lot, and that she tried to get in his way to prevent him from moving on without
her.
Susan disputes that the argument occurred when John told her that he didn’t want to argue anymore
and that he wanted to go home alone. She described him as yelling at her, “waving his arms
around,” while facing her, and stating things like, “You don’t even go here. Fuck you. You’re an
employee. Fuck you. You couldn’t get a job at anywhere else. That’s why you stayed here.” Susan
“kept begging him to please stop,” and feeling “really threatened by him,” she “slapped him for him
to stop, and then he finally stopped.” Susan does not describe any action or behavior of might that
would engender any fear. In fact, the roles were, again, the reverse. I kept telling her to leave me
alone, to go away, and that I wanted to go home alone. She persisted in following me, blocking
my path, arguing with me, and she was the one who needed to stop. She had every opportunity to
leave me like I requested. If she slapped me because she was not receiving the attention she
wanted, or for some other ridiculous reason (as there is no excuse for physical violence), that’s
completely on her.
Outside of Katherine Nunez’s room in Dodd House, Susan grabbed John’s phone from his hand so
he would pay attention to her. Susan disputed John’s position that she took his phone and never
offered to give it back to him. “I did offer it to him back, but he was being irrational. He ran away.
And I wasn’t gonna chase after him.” She denied that she tried to block him from leaving Dodd
House. None of this bears on any believability. Susan grabbed my phone, followed me the entire
way to my dorm, and was completely irrational herself, as evidenced by her assault.
Following their argument, Susan, who was “bawling, ugly crying,” called Lady, John’s sister. She
told Lady that John had taunted her and that she couldn’t believe that John had pushed her to the
point of hitting him. She explained to Lady that she missed her family, that she hated being at
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Williams, and that she felt isolated. Susan denied that she had told Lady that she wanted to kill
herself. Again, who was irrational?
John’s perspective—third interview
John does not have any direct knowledge that Susan was drinking on this night. He surmises it
because her eyes were puffy, her pupils were dilated, and her speech was slurred. Furthermore, he
had overheard Susan speaking to Katherine Nunez regarding their plan to drink together in Susan’s
apartment.
Information from Witnesses
Andrea Estrada attended the December 5, 2015 party after the Ritmo performance, but did not
witness anything happen between Susan and John. Susan later told Andrea that she and John
left the party together, that he screamed at her while they were walking home, and that she reacted
by slapping him. Andrea’s information amounts to nothing greater than a simple recitation of
Susan’s side of the story.
Jackie Lee, who had graduated the year before, was visiting Susan and staying in her apartment on
the night of the December 5, 2015 incident. Jackie recalls that while she was out with friends, Susan
sent her a text message, asking her not to come back to her apartment that night because she really
wanted to be alone. Jackie still came back to the apartment to check on Susan, and found her crying
in her room. Susan explained that John had been dancing with another girl, and when she
confronted him and asked to speak to him outside, he initially refused but then agreed to speak
to her. He grabbed her and pulled her outside, where an argument ensued. John called Susan
“pathetic” and a “loser” because she was working at Williams and could not get another job; Susan
responded by physically hitting him. Jackie advised Susan not to reconcile with John because
they seemed to be in a cycle of breaking up and getting back together. (Jackie recalls at least two
occasions that they had broken up and reconciled, but it could be four.) This. Need more be said?
On December 6, 2015 at 12:35 a.m., John’s sister, Lady Doe, received a call from a hysterical Susan
who was walking home after an incident with John. She told Lady that John had gone to a party
without her, and that she had arrived with a female friend. When John didn’t want to dance with her
or talk to her at the party, Susan grabbed his phone to get his attention. John then agreed to talk to
her and they went outside together. John told Susan that things were not working out and that he
didn’t want to be in a relationship anymore. The two began to argue and Susan slapped him on the
face. In response, John said he did not want to talk to her and stopped talking. Susan, who still had
John’s phone, told him she would only return it if he stayed and continued talking to her. When
Susan still refused to return his phone, John told her that he would report her to campus safety that
she hit him and took away his phone. Then he ran in the direction of campus safety. Susan told
Lady, “My life is over, now he’s going to report me for assault, and I’m gonna lose my job, and
what am I gonna do with myself.” She further told Lady, “You know how many times I’ve thought
of hurting myself? I don’t see a reason for living. I wanna kill myself.” Lady tried to calm Susan,
telling her not to worry because she would speak to John and make sure that he did not report her.
Lady stayed on the phone with Susan until she stopped crying and sounded like she had calmed
down.
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Ava Atri recalls Susan telling her about the incident in which she slapped John. Susan had said that
John was “pulling” or physically touching her in a way that made her uncomfortable, and that she
hit him in order to get him to stop. Susan herself did not assert this. Notice how friends of Susan’s
recall Susan’s version of events distortedly and in the worst light possible.
Susan told Eman Al-Ali that she had slapped John on their way back from a party because John
was saying “rude” and “offensive” things to her. Susan couldn’t take it anymore, and so she slapped
him. Susan also complained to Eman that John had teased her that she had to work at the College
because she was unable to get a job elsewhere. However, Susan did not relay to Eman that the two
events were connected, meaning Eman did not know that Susan slapped John immediately after
John said this to her.
Susan told Theo Pippins that during one argument with John, he told Susan that she couldn’t get a
job anywhere else and that the only reason she was working at Williams was to be around him. This
provoked Susan, who in turn slapped John. Still upset, she told Theo that John frequently asked
or begged her to help him with his class assignments when he was falling behind. She told Theo that
she was going to report John for doing this.
Jacqueline Lane was John’s dance partner in Ritmo. She recalled Latin dancing with John at a
party in Greylock in December 2015. Although she also saw Susan at this party, she did not observe
Susan confronting or getting angry at John. If there was a confrontation, Jackie believes she would
have remembered it.
Alleged Policy Violations
John believes that Susan violated the Relationship Abuse policy when she slapped his face during a
verbal disagreement.
Relationship Abuse is defined as the use of physical force, coercion, threats, intimidation,
isolation, or other forms of physical, or sexual abuse toward a partner in a current or former
personal, intimate relationship. Susan admitted to slapping me; therefore, there is no question
that she violated the Relationship Abuse policy as well as the policy regarding employees as she
was an employee of the College at the time.
He also alleges that Susan violated a provision of the Relationship Abuse policy that prohibits
“coercion and manipulation” when she told John’s sister that she wanted to kill herself, and when she
told John the following day what she had told his sister. John stated that he does not believe that
Susan actually intended self-harm: “I think she was just saying that to get my attention.” He also
believes that she “exhibit[ed] extreme possessiveness and jealousy,” when she observed him
dancing with Jacqueline.
Lastly, John alleges that Susan violated a provision of the Stalking policy against “following,
pursuing, waiting, showing up uninvited” when she went to the December 5th party “to try to spend
time with [him], and if she didn’t get her way, she would try in any sort of way to disrupt [his] night
… at the party.”
N. Valentine’s Day 2016
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John’s First Interview
John recalls that last Valentine’s Day, Susan became “extremely angry” that he was teaching dance
lessons rather than spending time with her, and that she tried to make him feel guilty about it. Susan
didn’t want John to leave her apartment, and she was very upset when he did.
Susan’s Second Interview
Susan denies that she became very angry at John on Valentine’s Day of this year because he had
committed to teaching dance lessons rather than spending time with her, or that she tried to prevent
him from leaving her apartment. Susan stated that she was angry with John, but only because she felt
like he was trying to be nice to her only because he didn’t want her to pursue the cheating case against
him with the College. She was upset and cried, and tried to rationalize her relationship with him. But
she never tried to stop him from leaving her apartment.
Alleged Policy Violation
John believes that Susan’s conduct on Valentine’s Day is an example of her propensity of
“exhibiting extreme possessiveness and jealousy in an attempt to control [him],” and that this
conduct violates the College’s Relationship Abuse policy.
Susan had been texting me nonstop during the days leading up to Valentine’s Day. For example,
on February 12, 2016 at 9:53am, she wrote, “You’ve been acting like you’re single for a long
time…” She texted me again on February 13, 2016. Susan again tried to get my attention on
February 14, 2016 at 1:44pm by texting me that she had some items of mine in her possession,
“money, glasses, some other stuff. IDK what you want me to do with it.” When she had not heard
back from me by 5:41pm, she texted, “Ok I’ll just throw it away I guess.” These text messages
are consistent with my claim and belie her statements regarding Valentine’s Day. Exhibit H(g),
Page 79 – 82 of the Exhibit pdf of 9/13/16 Report.
O. February, March and April 2016 Honor Code Process and Hearings11
On December 6, 2015, Susan had told me that she had written Dean Bolton an email saying that
what she had written to Dean Bolton in her December 6, 2015 email was a lie (I provided this
information to Ms. Kurker but she failed to include it in this Report) and explaining that she had
been drunk and had written the email out of spite. Susan also said to me that she was not going
to give the Dean any evidence. However, this appears to have been more falsehoods by Susan
because behind the scenes, sometime between December and February, Susan was submitting
three papers I allegedly plagiarized. (To repeat, the professors at the hearings determined that
the allegation was insufficiently supported by the evidence and hence unfounded.)
I added a text message exchange Susan had with me on February 1, 2016 that demonstrates
Susan’s use of the threat to speak with Dean Bolton as a way to get my attention. The exhibit
again demonstrates Susan’s manipulative tendency toward me. After a mundane argument at
her apartment, I left and went to my room in Hubbell. Knowing that I simply did not want to talk
11

The Investigator understands that the College has addressed these allegations, and that this matter has been resolved.
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to her, Susan proceeded to inform me about a meeting she was to have with Dean Bolton
regarding the honor hearing. Knowing that I would not respond to her about the argument
(because I needed time to compose myself), she resorts to baiting me into a discussion by bringing
up the honor hearing. However, I did not succumb to her ridiculous ploy. Susan always tended
to escalate matters by actively seeking a heated response from me when I opted to restore peace
with silence. Exhibit I to 9/24/16 Response to Report.
John’s First Interview
The parties’ relationship continued until sometime in February 2016, when Susan confronted John
about spending too much time with members of his dance group. He left her room, and she sent him
a screenshot of an email that she had received from Dean Bolton on February 10, 2016. It read:
Dear Susan, I just wanted to update you quickly. I’ve reached out to the faculty who taught
the courses for which you’ve sent me work so they can provide the work that was submitted
to them for the committee to compare. One professor is out of the country and was supposed
to express mail me something, but I don’t have it yet. As soon as that comes in, I’ll have the
evidence pulled together, and the committee chairs can consider it and will make the specific
plan for timing for the committee chairs to present the evidence. I am hoping we can have
that meeting on Friday, but I won’t be sure until this last piece of evidence comes in. Best,
Dean Bolton. Exhibit H(g) [to 9/13/16 Report].
Even after Susan showed John this email, she expressed regret about her communication with Dean
Bolton and anxiety over how to proceed. She texted John on February 10, 2016, stating that she
would ask Dean Bolton to “pull the plug” because she did not want to participate in the plagiarism
proceeding against him. “I can’t do this, Wtf is wrong with me,” she wrote. Exhibit H(g) [to 9/13/16
Report]. John comforted her and suggested that she speak with Dean Bolton in person to recant her
allegation. Susan replied, “I might have a panic attack if I do. I just don’t want them to think you’ve
been persuading me, because you haven’t.” Exhibit H(g) [to 9/13/16 Report]. Later this same day,
Susan sent John a text message expressing her intention to break up with him:
John I honestly don’t know what you want from me any more or why you even tried to act
like you wanted to be with me. Please, for my good and your own good just let me go. There
isn’t anything left in this relationship and we both know it. I always wanted to believe in you
and work things out but there isn’t anything left. You’ve been acting like you’re single for
a long time, there isn’t any point in making me suffer any more. I know you don’t like
confrontation but you can’t keep hiding from it. You’re exhausting. This relationship is
draining, I love you to pieces, but this isn’t going anywhere. I just wish you were mature
enough to talk things out. But I know you can’t. So this is me telling you we are done, and
please don’t try to talk to me because I can’t believe anything you say to me anymore.
Exhibit H(g)[to 9/13/16 Report].
Two days later, on February 12, 2016, Susan texted John again, writing: “I’m sorry I was so angry.
Please talk to me when you’re ready. I’m sorry for being such a bitch, I don’t know how to handle
my emotions any more.” Exhibit H(g) [to 9/13/16 Report]. In this exhibit, Susan makes another
statement that reveals that she was actually the provoker in the relationship and I was the
withdrawer in: “I [Susan] know you [me, John] don’t like confrontation but you can’t keep hiding
from it” on page 79 of the Exhibit pdf. This sentence belies Susan’s claims that I was
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confrontational as she has misrepresented in her complaint. The truth is that she was always the
confrontational one.
The College did not contact John about the plagiarism allegation until approximately February 18,
2016. The following week, the College convened an Honor Code hearing, which took place on
February 23, 2016. At the time of the hearing, the parties were still talking and John still cared for
Susan and was concerned for her well-being. But, he stated, “I didn’t consider that we were still
together or even a friend, friendship, because I believe she just wanted to save face to Dean Bolton
and the College for accusing me of this, so she felt inclined to go on with the procedure.” He denies
that they were intimate with each other.
At the hearing, Susan testified by phone, and presented three essays that she claimed to have written
for John. John and his sister, Lady Doe, submitted written statements in support of John. Exhibits
Q and R [to 9/13/16 Report]. Later that day, the Student Chair of the Honor Committee informed
John that the Honor Committee had found him responsible for one of the three violations of which
he had been accused, and that Dean Bolton would contact him in writing about his sanction. Dean
Bolton informed John on March 3, 2016 that the Committee had voted to expel him. John told Dean
Bolton that he intended to appeal the expulsion.
After John received the disciplinary sanction from Dean Bolton in writing, he decided he no longer
wanted to talk to Susan, and stopped responding to her calls and text messages. John, through a
cease and desist letter his attorney sent to Susan on March 13, 2016, accused Susan of calling him
41 times, texting him ten times, and leaving various voicemails. Exhibit M[to 9/13/16 Report].
When the Investigator asked John whether he had communicated to Susan that he did not want her
to contact him, he stated, “No, I did not.” During the interview, John’s attorney reminded him that
he sent a message to Susan that stated, “You’re the last person I wanna hear from now,” Exhibit
H(i) [to 9/13/16 Report]. John believes that this communication to Susan should have made it clear
to her that he didn’t want any further communication with her. “I just . . . couldn’t believe that what
she, what she created was affecting me in that manner. I just did not wanna have any contact with
her anymore. I was being expelled from the college for something she created. So I just did not
want to talk to her or see her.”
The appeal hearing occurred on April 26, 2016. Susan testified in person, and claimed that she had
written a paper for John that she based on another paper she had written for the same class when she
took it. The Committee contacted Professor Rouhi, and asked her to compare the paper that John
submitted for her class with the paper that Susan had submitted earlier when she took the same
class. According to John, Professor Rouhi stated that there was “no similarity whatsoever into [sic]
them, that they were two completely different writing styles, the content was completely different.”
Professor Rouhi’s email to Dean Bolton about this matter states as follows: The use of the term
“testified” is misleading as it implies that statements were given under oath. Honor Code
proceedings at the College are not judicial proceedings and statements are not made under the
pains and penalties of perjury.
I have read the essays by VV and DP several times, and carefully. I do not see any concrete
evidence that V’s essay is a plagiarism or re-write of D’s essay. This does not constitute
evidence that she did *not* write the essay for him, because she could have just written
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something else for him - obviously it is completely beyond my scope to figure that part out
(and I know you are not asking me to!)
But certainly between the two essays that I have seen, there is not sufficient overlap
to suggest that one is copied or paraphrased form the other. Any repeated ideas are
‘common knowledge,’ and in fact John took the same class as Susan with me, so we
discussed those ideas as a class. Exhibit G [to 9/13/16 Report].
On April 27, 2016 John learned that the College had reversed its decision and had found him not responsible
for any Honor Code violation. That is correct. I was cleared of all Susan’s Honor Code accusations by

professors who stated that there was not sufficient overlap to suggest that any was copied or
paraphrased from the others and that the writing style of the papers was consistent with my writing
style.
Susan’s First Interview
Hours after the December 5th argument with John, Susan realized that she needed to end their
relationship, so she emailed Dean Bolton and reported that John had coerced her into writing
academic papers for him. Exhibit I [to 9/13/16 Report]. When John came to Susan’s house to
retrieve his phone the morning after the argument, she told him what she had done, and that she felt
badly. She cried, told him that she would fix everything, and emailed Dean Bolton rescinding her
earlier report. They resumed their relationship, and Susan subsequently shared with John the
communications that Dean Bolton sent her about the cheating allegation. Exhibit I (id.) contains
the text messages Susan sent me saying that she “did something bad” which was a reference to
her email to Dean Bolton.
Susan and John’s relationship continued in the same tumultuous fashion during the winter of 2016.12
They had arguments, and John would stop speaking to Susan. In those instances, he expected Susan
to call him, which she would do repeatedly, but he would not respond. Exhibit K [to 9/13/16
Report]. Susan submitted a birthday card that John sent her on January 21, 2016, to substantiate her
claim that their relationship endured during the winter of 2016.12 Exhibit N [to 9/13/16 Report].
She also submitted text message exchanges with John from October through December 2015 to
demonstrate that it was typical for her to send numerous messages and for him to ignore them.
Exhibits H(b) – H(f) [to 9/13/16 Report].
In February, they had another argument, and Susan asked John, “Are you gonna be mean to me
again this semester?” and he replied, “Yeah, probably.” At this moment, Susan decided to be honest
with Dean Bolton about what she had done to help John cheat on his academic papers. On February
16, 2016, Susan wrote John a letter that she believes conveyed to him that she intended to end their
relationship. Exhibit L[to 9/13/16 Report].
After the College convened an Honor Code hearing, Dean Bolton told John not to have any contact
with Susan prior to the February 23, 2016 hearing. However, the night before the hearing, John came
to Susan’s house crying, telling her that he had a headache, and that he needed her to give him
medicine. He stated, “I can’t believe you’re doing this to me,” and then manipulated her into not
12

Susan also submitted a birthday card that John gave her on January 21, 2015 to establish that the 2016 card was written by
the same person. Exhibit N [to 9/13/16 Report].
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telling the Committee everything that she knew about his cheating. He stayed at her house that night.
Dean Bolton called Susan after the hearing and told her that the Committee had voted to expel John.
John was with Susan at the time, so he learned of his expulsion from overhearing Susan’s
conversation with Dean Bolton. Susan brought John back to his room. That night, she told him that
she would leave him alone. John stopped speaking to Susan, even though he had slept at her house
the night before the hearing.
On March 3, 2016 (the day that John learned that he had been expelled), Susan texted John, “I’ve
had a really bad year. Never stopped me from giving you the time of day. But honestly I can’t,
don’t expect anything from you. I haven’t for months. Have a good night. I’ll leave you alone for
good.” Exhibit H(j) [to 9/13/16 Report]. He responded, “I understand. Have a good night.”
Exhibit H(j) [to 9/13/16 Report]. That night, Susan called John twice to check on him, leaving
voicemails both times. (According to the phone log that Susan sent the Investigator following this
interview, it appears that she called John five times that day. Exhibit K[to 9/13/16 Report].) The
next evening, March 4, the parties had the following text exchange: NB: Susan used guilt, again
here, to manipulate me as she apparently wanted to provoke a different response that that which
I gave. This is evidenced in her numerous telephone calls that same night after saying “I’ll leave
you alone for good.”
John:

Hey, Sorry I didn’t respond to your calls last night. I was just not feeling
well.

Susan:

Yeah, sure, but you always have time for ritmo no matter
what.

John:

I don’t know what to say to that.

Susan:

Nothing, I was worried and you just decide to leave me in the dark ignoring
me. You weren’t feeling well but you probably went to practice…you
could’ve answered my text. But whatever, I’m always second to you, I
shouldn’t expect anything.

John:

Well, honestly you were the last person I wanted to talk to yesterday given
the circumstances I was in. I’m sorry.

Susan:

You’re so fake. Exhibit H(i) [to 9/13/16 Report].

Susan stated that these types of arguments were commonplace between them, and that in the
past, John had always expected her continue calling him until he eventually decided to resume
communication. In this case, she did so because she wanted him to acknowledge that he was
breaking up with her. He didn’t respond to these calls, and in retrospect, Susan thinks that John was
trying to set her up to file this current complaint, because a few days later, she received a cease and
desist letter from John’s attorney. She deleted John from her social media accounts, and when she
noticed that he had not deleted her, she sought and received a no contact order. 1) Susan actually
expected that she could wear me down with the multitude of phone calls and texts. 2) Susan’s
statement that these types of argument were commonplace between us is the most honest and
truthful statement she has made in this entire investigation. SHE frequently used guilt to
manipulate and to attempt to provoke me. I did not engage in her childish games or escalate, if
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anything I would withdraw. 3) I did not “set [Susan] up.” In fact, my very first communication
with my attorney was not until March 6, 2016. Setting people up, manipulating them, and
projecting onto them are the realm of Susan’s modus operandi.
John’s Second Interview
John acknowledged that Dean Bolton instructed him not to have contact with Susan in the time
between when she notified him on February 10, 2016 that the College was convening an Honor
Code hearing, and February 23, 2016, the date of the hearing. He stated that the night before the
hearing, he had a migraine and went to Susan’s house for Tylenol, and that he spent the night with
her.
John agreed with Susan’s statement that the two often had heated arguments, that they sometimes
went days without speaking to each other, and that on these occasions, Susan would call him
repeatedly to apologize.
Susan’s Second Interview
After John learned that the College had found him responsible for an Honor Code violation, Susan
dropped John off at a meeting with Dean Bolton. He kissed her, told her he loved her, and that he
would let her know how the hearing went. Susan texted John many times that day, and he didn’t
respond. Eventually, he sent her a text saying that he wanted to be alone. Exhibit H(i) [to 9/13/16
Report].
Although John told Susan on March 4, 2016 that she was “literally the last person [he] wanted to
talk to yesterday,” she stated that this was nothing outside of the norm of how John reacted
following their arguments.
Susan disputed John’s claim that she called him 41 times and texted him 10 times after John learned
of the College’s decision to expel him. However, subsequent to this interview, Susan provided her
phone log, which seems to reflect that she called him 47 times between March 8 and March 11.
Exhibit K [to 9/13/16 Report]. By now, after so many inconsistent statements and claims that do
not match up with the facts, nothing Susan says should have any credibility.
John’s Third Interview
John stated that Susan used “different methods to psychologically abuse” him. For example, he
referenced the handwritten letter he received from Susan in February 2016. Specifically, by writing,
“You probably think I’m ridiculous and spiteful,” and levying false accusations against him, she was
attempting to guilt, shame, and intimidate him. Exhibit L [to 9/13/16 Report]. He also perceived the
phrase, “I felt like I was forcing you to be with me,” to be an admission of how she was very
“controlling and wanted a lot of power in the relationship.” Exhibit L [to 9/13/16 Report]. “You
probably think I am ridiculous and spiteful...” Those two adjectives describe Susan appropriately,
as evidenced by the numerous examples above of what she considers to be “abuse” and by her
behavior. Susan referenced a “cycle of abuse” but, again when analyzing the specific facts
presented, that cycle of abuse was of her own doing and a product of her emotional instability.
Susan wrote, “...I felt like I was forcing you to be with me...” which reveals that she held the wheel
to the cycle of power and control.
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John also contends that Susan attempted to isolate him from his friends in Ritmo. When she texted
him in March 2016, “[Y]ou always have time for ritmo no matter what . . . You weren’t feeling well
but you probably went to practice . . . you could’ve answered my text. But whatever, I’m always
second to you, I shouldn’t expect anything.” Exhibit H(i) [to 9/13/16 Report].
Information from Witnesses
John’s sister, Lady Doe, believes that Susan reported John for cheating following their December
5 argument as a preemptive measure, because Susan believed that John was going to report that
she had hit him and had stolen his phone. Susan told Lady, “My life is over, now he’s going to
report me for assault, and I’m gonna lose my job, and what am I gonna do with myself.”
Susan told Theo Pippins that she was going to report to the College that John had pressured her do
his work. She told Theo that John would either ask or beg Susan to help him with his assignments
when he was falling academically behind.
Alleged policy violations
John contends that Susan violated the provision of the Relationship Abuse policy against “resource
abuse” when she reported him to Dean Bolton. He believes that she did not make the report in
good faith, and that by falsely accusing him, she could have prevented him from graduating, which
would have had a “serious detrimental financial ramification.” John also contends that Susan
violated the Relationship Abuse policy by attempting to isolate him from his Ritmo friends and
displayed extreme jealousy and exerted control over him.
John alleges that Susan violated the Stalking Policy. Prior to his attorney issuing Susan a cease
and desist letter, she contacted him 41 times after he told her that he wanted to be left alone after
he learned that the College was expelling him.
Lastly, John contends that Susan participated in the April Honor Code appeal hearing because he
had filed a Title IX against her on March 13, 2016, and that this conduct violated the College’s
Retaliation policy. He further alleged that Susan retaliated against him by raising a Title IX
complaint against him after he had filed one against her. Well aware that a “guilty” finding would
result in my expulsion, Susan made the complaint to Dean Bolton on the night of December 5th
with the intention to see me expelled from the College.
Susan alleges that John violated the provision of the Relationship Abuse policy that prohibits
threats and intimidation. She believes that he came over to her apartment the night before the
Honor Code hearing in order to manipulate her into withholding information from the Honor Code
Committee. An appeal to Susan hardly violates the College’s 2015-2016 policy on Relationship
Abuse as defined. The relevant part states, “Relationship abuse also includes manipulation or
other forms of emotional abuse if they have the effect of creating fear*, isolation, or restriction
of access to resources, education or work. (* In adjudication of cases, behavior that would cause
a reasonable person to feel fear will be interpreted as constituting relationship abuse by this
standard.)” What Susan has alleged hardly amounts to “abuse” under this definition and does
not qualify by any stretch of the imagination. One has to wonder if she even read the policy
before hurling such outrageous accusations.
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IV.

Summary of the Parties’ Alleged Policy Violations

The hearing panel may consider the following allegations that the parties have raised about each
other to determine whether it is more likely than not that Susan and/or John have violated one or
more of the policies described herein:
a. John’s allegations about Susan
Over the course of their relationship, did Susan Smith’s conduct, either discretely or collectively,
amount to a violation of the 2015-2016 Williams College Employee Handbook Sexual
Misconduct Policy, which incorporates the Code of Conduct’s Relationship Abuse policy,
based on the allegations that John raised regarding:


Susan’s surveillance of his social media accounts in January 2015 and January 2016; YES.



The physical altercation that occurred on December 5, 2015; YES.



Susan’s conduct on Valentine’s Day 2016; and, YES.



Susan’s participation in the February, March and April 2016 Honor Code process and
hearings. YES.

Over the course of their relationship, did Susan Smith’s conduct, either discretely or collectively,
amount to a violation of the 2014-2015 and 2015-2016 Stalking policy, based on the allegations
that John raised regarding:


Susan’s surveillance of his social media accounts in January 2015 and January 2016; YES.



Susan’s conduct at the dance on December 5, 2015; and, YES.



Susan’s conduct following the Honor Committee’s determination to expel John from the
College in March 2016. YES.

Did Susan violate the Retaliation and False Reporting policy when she participated in the April
2016 Honor Code appeals hearing, and/or when she filed a Title IX complaint against John. YES.
See p. 1-4 of 9/24/16 Response to Report.
b. Susan’s allegations about John
Over the course of their relationship, did John Doe’s conduct, either discretely or collectively,
amount to a violation of the 2015-2016 Relationship Abuse policy, based on Susan’s allegations
regarding the: As discussed above, Ms. Kurker misidentifies the policies applicable to the time
period of the first seven of the items listed below.


Summer 2014 incident involving Theo Pippins; NO.


Incident involving Susan’s summer 2014 program at Columbia University; NO.



October 2014 argument on Mountain Day and canceled trip to Texas; NO.
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January 23, 2015 argument, physical altercation, and lock-out; NO.



February 2015 Zipcar and 100 Days Dance incidents; NO.



March 2015 incident involving possession of alcohol during a Ritmo party; NO.



August and September 2015 disputes involving money; NO.



November 2015 First Chance Dance incident; NO.



2015-2016 allegation that John interfered with Susan’s work obligations and asked her
to write academic papers for him; and, NO.



The night before the March Honor Code hearing when John came to Susan’s apartment.
NO.

Did John Doe’s conduct violate the 2013-2014 Student Code of Conduct with regard to the parties’
sexual encounter that occurred on or about September 1, 2014? NO and Ms. Kurker failed to
include the applicable policy in Section III(A) on page 3-4 above.
Did John’s conduct violate the Dating and Domestic Violence policy based on the alleged
physical altercation that occurred on January 23, 2015? NO.

